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'Cement Manufacturing
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ment Manufacturing Co., appellee, vs.
An Important decision was made makes the world go round." said Mr.
more cotton than ever before was
E. F. Hardwick, et al., appellants,
in the court of appeals, Texas, when Pinchot, "and with the bill that will
grown within their borders.
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Until
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Murder Trial
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ruptcy.) appellant Appeal from the Fair Oaks residence Section of Pasasuit was brought in the district court
son's ginning of every year except
Albert E. Bartlett said:
district court of Bernalillo county. dena today.
Dinner Tonight With Covers 1904, 1906 and 1908,
and coming with- Not Familiar With Kind of of Harris county and judgment se"The government's present conserva
A crowd of men and boys pursued
Judgment affirmed.
cured by the plaintiff in the sum of
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In Hypodermics.
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appellee, vs. Rocky Cliff Coal Mining yards, jumping fences, and finally in
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the case and and development not only to the west
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had en- but to the whole nation."
that
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other nurse, Miss Rose Churchill, county, Texas, from time to time. True conservation is to put to the
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Edgar Andrews, appellant,' tains.
..
today is the host of nearly a score
vs. The Rio Grande Live Stock Comtestifying for the state in the trial The court of appeals holds that by proper use and development, the natuof governors from western and south OVER HUNDRED WORKMEN
pany, et al., appellees. Judgment re- GERMAN AVIATOR MAKES
of Dr. B. Clark Hyde,' charged with scch action he violated his contract ral resources, at the present time
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An elaborate program
ern states.
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the murder of Colonel Thomas H. with the Woodmen and his benefi- without Waiting for the consent of our
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was arranged by a committee of one
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r, (appellees;
the collapse of a railroad bridge near tion that Hyde injected pus germs cupants of the Moxum hotel barroom price since 1888. Housewives were
Alois B. Renehan, et al., appellant
The previous record was held by tomobiles, and a steamer excursion Kazan.
The bridge, which was in instead of camphorated oil, as he stretched their arms toward the cell forced to pay from 5 to SO cents tor
Appeal from tne district court or San- Herr Von Illner, who accomplished around the harbor with luncheon on course of construction, was carried claimed, into Margaret Swope's arm, ing last night. There were two rob table butter and 12
cents a quart
ta Fe county. Judgment Is affirmed. a flight with a passenger lasting two board, the day's festivities to culiailn- away by the pressure, of , ice.
and the nurse's direct
was bers. While one stepped to the cash for milk. The high price was attribate in a dinner tonight at which cov four corpses thus far have beenOnly that she did not thinktestimony
hours ten minutes and fifty-fiv- e
camphorated register the other went through four uted by the dealers to the light yield
(Continued oa Page rive.)
ers for 350 will he laid.
oil had been used.. .
customers.
of milk. They blame the cows.
i
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THE SAKYA

Store
The Little
tothe Front
Always

Cooking and Baking Bags
WE

HAVE THEM.

We'll have THANKSGIVING TURKEYS for our Customers

Bananas,

Oranges,

Nuts,
Grape Fruits,
Plum Pudding.
Crnberries,
And All Kinds of Vegetables.

HOT

OCERY

Southern Carr.cr Plaza.
WE

GIVE

REGISTER

GO.

Santa Fe.

TICKETS WITH

Telephone No. 40.
ALL CASH PURCHASES.
WES

The Delicatessen Store
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
Phone,

LOUIS NAPOLEON

19 Black.
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M TEST

MAKE
How

1

to Tell

If Your Hair Is
Diseased.
Even if you have a luxuriant head
of hair you may want to know whether it is in a healthy condition or not.
98 per cent of the peopie need a hair
tonic.
Pull a hair out of your head; if the
bulb at the end of the root is white
and shrunken, it proves that the hair
is diseased,
and requires prompt
treatment if its loss would be avoided. If the bulb is pink and full, the
hair is healthy.
We want every oiie whose hair requires treatment to try Rexall "93"
Hair Tonic. We promise that it shall
not cost anything it it Goes not give
satisfactory results. It is designed to
overcome dandruff, relieve scalp irritation, to stimulate the hair roots,
tighten the j.air already in the head,
grow hair and prevent baldness.
It is because of what Rexall "93"
Hair Tonic has done and our sincere
faith in its goodness that we want
you to try it at our risk. Two sizes
50c and $1.00. Sold only at our store
The Rexall Store. Fischer Drug
Co., 232 San Francisco St.

is

rule

in

RIO ARRIBA COUNTY

ILL

YOU NEED

IS

I

Spanish-America-

department at the

Spanish-America-

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

wa

Tun the rascals out the headache,
the biliousness,-thindigestion, the
sick, sour stomach and foul gases-t- urn
them out tonight and keep them
out with Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver clogged bowels or an upset stom-acDon't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse and regulate
your stomach; remove the sour, undigested and fermenting food and that
misery making gas; take the excess
bile from your liver and carry out of
the system all the decomposed waste
matter and poison in the intestines
and bowels. Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret tonight will surely
straighten you out by morning. They
work while you sleep. A
box
from any drug store means a clear
head and cheerfulness for months.
Children love to take Cascarets because they taste good never gripe or
sicken.

Day

Is One of Great

in

Solemnity

Nature

LEO HERSCH

Which Honors Mary.
Today the Roman Catholic church
throughout the world celebrates the
feast of the Immaculate Conception,
which has been long observed as a
holiday of ooligation and specia services were held in the Catholic
churches of this city.
The feast was instituted in honor
of the declaration of the dogma that
Mary was conceived without sin or
"immaculate." In Catholic countries
the feast is one of the greatest solemnity in its observance and in many
of the large churches services of
great beauty are held. This is especially true of Rome, the city of

Phone 14.

If Its Hardware We Have

run-dow-

XMAS

XMAS

DAWSON COAL

The Quality Coal

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
Per hire at papular Brieee aufglee and saddle norm.
CCUICK'S HACI UNE
THEODORE COtllCK.
,
Phoaa llMk 11Z

on

tective department has arrested EdK J. FAIjKN,
HOUHK8,
die Methias, alias Pumpkin, and M. C L.A.
ARTHUR 8KL1GMAN.
Directors
P. Wells, both followers of the JuarSubscribed and sworn to before me this
ez race tracK. for alleered thnft of 8th
day of Dec. 1911. S. O. McORIMMON,
Jewels to the value of $1,800 from the
room or Jack Howard, a Jockey, at
606 North Oregon street, on March
HOW'S THIS?
17, of last year. Wells made a writWe offer One Hundred Dollars
ten confession.
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Getting n Delinquent Taxes.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
"Before New Year's Day," said DisWe, the undersigned, have known F.
trict Attorney Charles W. G. Ward, J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and bethis morning, "all the tax cases pend- lieve him perfectly honorable In all
ing for San Miguel and Mora eoun- - business transactions and financially
ties will have been usoosed of and able to carry out any obligations made
the books will have been cleared of by his firm.
delinquent taxes. In Mora county the
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
work or collecting delinquent taxes
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
and receiving judgments has been
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken interpractically completed for some time, nally, acting directly upon the blood
Las Vegas Optic.
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
If you want anything on earth try per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
nam cut
ine new juexicu
pfttion.

Delivered to your house.

food-bevera-

:

:

Patronize home industry. Leave orders

at

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

rnn

PHONE RED 122

like

it-- and

C1I

C

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Reticles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best
rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

Tun JALC

V

Modern Residences for RenLj

F. M. JONES.
WHOLESALE

oal

AND RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

103

Palace Ave.

Wood
Lump

CERRILL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

OTiKKf..
Telephone

PHONE RED 122

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

LIVERY STABLE

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

Fir.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Caii up

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephoned.
Two DOors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c.
Short Orders at All Honrs.

'Phone 9

When In Meed of Anything In the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

RATES RIGHT.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 20c. a dUw,
i
New Terk Chop Suey 50c.

Don fiaspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSSON

4

Zook's Pharmacy

ge,

Phone

,

213

THE

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26..

much to be
lt ,s a
to coffee,
ViC- - Tlri n IV If
I L. tea or even Cocoa - - - preferred
PURE OLIVE OIL has a palatable, nutty flavor; even the children

e

YOU CAN GET

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hifch Ball Ginger Ale

Fridays.
All work is guaranteed : your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.

DRINK OLIVE OIL

look's Pharmacy
Ph

-Pm.
y

WHEN

:

He-wa- rd

Near Union Depot

SMALL COST.
Santa Fe, New Mex.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

HUBB'S

COAL YARD

IS AT OUR STORE. COME
AND SELECT YOUR GIFTS.
A LARGE
SUPPLY AT

-

J. CRICHTON
&

GIFTS

Phone 6619 Black.

company

LUMBER

GORMLEY,

SANTA CLAUS

Imperial Laundry

R.

14

Handsome

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

Phone

:

run-dow- n

You are requested to call and see and

It

Handsome

at

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

R

FRANK

45

SPECIAL SALE

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

the Roman Catholic Church,

Santa

45

I

MRS. GOOD COOK:
MR. GOBLER ESPECIALLY REQUESTS THAT HE BE CARV
ED WITH A BRAND NEW
CARVING SET.
OUR CARVING KNIVES WILL CARRY A RAZOR EDGE AND
AND MAKE CARVING QUICK AND EASY.
YOU'LL BE GLAD TO HAVE YOUR FRIENDS DINE WITH
YOU IF YOU HAVE NEW KNIVES, FORKS AND SPOONS FOB
THE TABLE. COME AND SEE OURS.

FEAST OF IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION IS OBSERVED.

Golden Years
School
Jose Romulo Martinez
Do Your Best
Max Salazar
Praise God
Ciria Martinez
Thanksgiving in the Heart
Belarmino Sisneros
We Thank Thee For All
Ruby Jaramillo
Live Well
Tobias Atencio
We Offer Thanks
Serapio Salazar
Golden Rod
Matilde Martinez
I am longing for some one to wed me This
is Thanksgiving Day
Sole Agent, For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
one
home
to strive .nd to strain
Alejandro Gonzales.
For the purpose of giving me pleas Hurrah for
churches.
Thanksgiving Day
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulkand packages
ure,
Lorenzo McWilliams
And never inclined to complain;
Songs America and New Mexico.
The only exclusive grain house in
Some one to love and protect me,
Fe .
Several of the pupils brought a
SHOULD
WOMEN VOTE
Some one who'll not be a cad
small Thanksgiving offering, and it
And file a cross-sui- t
when his efforts was decided to spend this monev for
No one who keeps posted on the
No longer are making me glad.
Christmas pictures chteflty Madon
great work being aone oy women n
nas,, tor the school.
Chicago Record-Heralprofessional and business life, and,
Phone Black
Phone Black
most
of all, !n the AmeriCandidates for GameWarden ff can important
home, can for a moment doubt
F. Morris of Santa Cruz and E. E.
ABOUND THE STATE
that they would vote wisely.
Van Horn of Albuquerque, but for
If they would only guard their own
merly of Santa Fe, are among the lat- health as
est candidates for territorial came children's carefully as they do their
Former Santa Fean Wants Job.
they could accomplish even
warden.
more.
Jay Turley was down from his
One woman who knows how neceshome above Blanco the first of the
week. Mr. Turley is a candidate for
it is to stay well is Mrs. Hersary
Report of the Condition of
man of North Birmingham
territorial
engineer.
(Ala.).
Farmington
Times Hustler.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK Her daughter, Miss Nona, says in a
letter: "We have used Vinol in our
of Santa Fe,
Golden Rod Causes Death.
family for four years. Whenever my
Fe, in the Territory of New Mexico mother gets a bad cold or feels weak
The Hagerman ranch has lost fif- at Santa
at
clone til buslnesB Dec. 5. 1911.
tne
and
she always uses Vinol
teen horses the past three weeks.
Resources.
and it maker her well again.
She
The horses died before it was realiz- Loans and discounts
1631.837 1 7
WATCH FOR BIG AD
says Vinol always gives her strength
ed what the trouble was. Dr. J. H. Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
1962 91
u. 9. ttonus to secure circulation. 40,000 00 and builds her up.
Jenkins, veterinarian says the trouble U.
S. Bonds to secure U. 8. de
This delicious cod liver and iron
is from eating golden rod.
50,000 00
posits
Bonds, securities, etc.,
103,132 13 remedy
without ou is so certain to
Banking bouse, furniture and
cure up chronic coughs, and build
Fire at Silver City.
20.520 00
Real Estate owned
4.U5 65 up weak,
sickly ueoDle of
The fire fiend again visited Silvei Other
Due from National Banks (not
reserve
42,931 99 all ages, that we sell it under a pos
City on Sunday when the Popular Dry Due from agents
State and Private banks
itive promise to give
back your
Goods store, of whicn isaeore Mat
ana ban iters, Trust
and Savings Banks Companies
849 00 money if Vinol does not satisfv vou.
muth is proprietor, was scorched, and Due
from aDDroved reserve agents 196,651 54 Tr- Vinol. The uap-.tPnarmacy.
3,941 81
although the damage by fire was Checks and other cash items
Notes of other National
...
2,690 00
comparatively
light the damage by Fractional paper currencyBanks
nickels
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
ana cents
water was extensive.
.60 24
LAWFUL MONEY RESERVE IN RANK,
Arrested for Drunkenness.
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
viz:
71.466 95
Anastacio Flores T as arrested at Specie
one of the sample pianos of the house of
3,715 00
Legal Tender notes
Las Vegas by Officer Kelly on the
$75,181 95
fund with U. 8.
Redemption
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
For Best Laundry Work
charge of drunkenness.
Treasurer 15 per cent circulation
2,000 00
Felix Cordillo and Ean cochron
Total.
39
tl,C75,484
are ordering in car-loa- d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your broke jail at Alamogordo and made
Liabilities.
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
their escape by sawing the bars in
stock
in
$150,000 00
paid
Capital
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
two.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
suroius I una
60,000 00
Undivided Profits, less Expenses
and Arizona purchasers.
and Taxes raid
49,040 99
Women Win Prohibition.
National Bank Notes outstanding 40,000 00
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
Due to other National Banks
14
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Watts, Calif.. Dec. 8. The women Due to State and Private Banks and 2,673
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
a rm m
Bankers
of Watts oarrieu the city, for the
Individual deposits subject to
LEARNARD &
Established 1900
473.374 71 Phone Red No. 2J.
check
"drys." Watts had been "wet" for
Phone, Red No. 23
"
1.678 72
Demand certificates of deposit...
LINDEMANN CO.
Albuqurque, New Mexico five years, but yesterday's election Time
certificates of depot.lt
251,752 99
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
23 40
was won by the prohibitionists by a uertinea cnecks
3,592 95
Cashier's checks outstanding
majority of seven votes. Now the united states deposits
8,466 20
two saloons and one wholesale hnnic Deposits ot u . a. disbursing offlcers 39 279 26
KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS FOR
must go out of business within ninety
Sl.n75.4iu so
Total
of New Mexico, county of Santa
Territory
days.
Fe. ss;
LAUNDRY.
I, James B. Read, cashier of the above
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
do
swear
named
the
bank,
that
solemnly
Race Track Followers as Burglars. above statement is true to the best of
my
on Mondays and Tues
JAMES B. K E A D your laundry
knowledge and belief
After nine months the .El Paso de- Correct
Attest:
Cashier, days and deliver on Thursdays and
Song

WHOLESALE

mm
mm mvsrV
wfeo ss jsar jam IS

n

School at El Rito, Rio Arriba county,
recently organized a society for mutual
improvement. Judging from the eloquent and enthusiastic speeches issu
ing from the north school room, much
oratorical talent is being developed.
Rio Arriba county is said to have forty
orators of the first rank and it is evi
dent that these fine young men at the
school will take the places of thier
fathers some day.
The pupils of Mrs. George Dixon's
department were entertained by Mrs.
Dixon and Miss Dixie Dixon at raanks- giving dinner, which was served in
the library. The gue3ts of honor were
Colonel Venceslao jaramillo, wife and
mother, Charles Munch, the distin
guished pianist and organist at El
Rito Catholic church, G. Dixon, Fauris
Martinez, of Taos, Cleofes Martinez of
La Madera, and Ralph Dixon.
The following Thanksgiving program was rendered by Mrs. Dixon's
pupils:
School
Harvest Song
HER DESIRE.
I am longing for some one to love me Autumn
Elvira Garcia
Autumn Grains
Lucia Martinez
Some one to call me his own
Autumn Fruits
Pablo Lucero
Some one to earn money for me,
We Thank Thee
Eduardo Sisneros
And live for the purpose alone;
School
Thanksgiving joys
I long to be somebody's darling,
Welcome, Thanksgiving Day
To live in complete uselessness
Delphina Salazar
To proudly look down on my neighThe Seasons
Felicita Trujillo
bors
And have nothing to think of but Over to the River to Grandfather. . .
..Guzman Martinez, Jose Martinez
dress.
Alega Lucero
I am longing for some one to claim Let Me Be Thankful
Salvador Trujillo
Song of Harvest
me.

Some one who'll always be true
One who will never have leisure
To find any mischief to do
One who will place in my keeDinsr
All he has managed to earn.
Who will slave for me, never demand
ing
The least little thing in return.

pe

CASGARET TONIGHT
Taos, Too, Can Furnish Its Quota of
n
Orators Items From
Normal.
No Sick Headache, Bilious Stomach,
Coafd Tongue or Constipated
The young men of Professor Martin's
Bowels by Morning.

-

-

-

-

-

they may have it.
Good for all sorts of Salads and for Cooking, too.

-
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Only Thirteen More Christmas Shopping Days Left
GRAND TEA PARTY....

They

Brothers Company's Santa Claus Toy land.
Seligman
Miss Mischief" will be the Hostess, and
will all be
Kid," "Tootsie," " Buster Billiken," "Baby Bumps," and
there"

"Candy
"
"
"
the Dutch Girl and Boy ' will be among the guests.

B

The Real new and Unbreakable, the Mechanical Walking, the "Old Rag," Celluloid. Dressed or Un- -i
dressed. With them we have a large display of Folding
English Perambulators, Brass
Doll
Doll
Furniture
and
Trunks.
Beds,

The Doll Line is Complete and UptoDate;

Go-Car- ts,

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THIS SPACE- -

L

LONG FELT WANT

fA

IT

W. L.

AT COLLEGE,

DeCLOVV,

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico. .

NOW THETRE WED

I am
arranging to change my business location from Cedar
Paso, Tex., or some desirable pointnear by. I am
Rapids, la., to
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January I,
I would
1912, being my first consignment.
like to correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can also furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
1

ARE CUTFIT and made in the City

Clyde Earl Ely and Miss Inez
McMahon Are Quietly

Married Here

W. DeCLOW,

Fine

We make

AUTO

Imported

the

Clothes

ness an

Newspaper Man Was Determined to Steal a March on

such as you

Art. Every

can only

Garment

see in the

is made by

Big Cities.

Experts

We have

in Their

Them.

Line.

Busi-

FOR GENTS

FOR LADIES

$20.00

$25.00

UP

UP

AIOEDJHEIR

Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la

ROMANCE

I have
recently secured a special ra te by express by which I can ship
jacks at lower rates than ever befo re. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rapids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M., for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $134
each, and can reach other points at c orresponding rates.

His Friends.
The fact that he had written up
many weddings and thereby learned
the successful methods for evading
the curious, made It an easy matter for
Clyde Earl Ely, acting city editor of
the Santa Fe New Mexican, to slip
away from this city last night in an
auto and stealthily bring his affiance
Miss Inez Mable McMahan here and
then take out a wedding
license
through the courtesy of Probate Clerk
George W. Armijo who kept his office
open after hours to aid the newspaperman.
Mr. Ely and Miss McMahan were
married at the Presbyterian Manse by
the Rev. B. Z. McCullough In the presence of only a few intimate friends
who had been let into the secret.
Following the wedding ceremony
the newly married couple were given
a supper by the Misses Roberts at
their home on Grant avenue. Covers
were laid for eight.
'
The arrangements for the wedding
ceremony were skilfully planned by
Mr. Ely a day or two ago and shortly
before the New Mexican went to press
yesterday afternoon, Mr. Ely chartered John H. Walker's automobile and
accompanied by two friends, he made
for Lamy with great speed, arriving
there after a seventy minute Journey.
At the El Ortiz hotel he met his af
fiance, who had came from Fairview,
nansas, ana wno naa Deen waning
nearly half an hour for him as the
train arrived at 4:40 instead of 5.10
as was stated in the old time table.
The bridal party then jumped into

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

Our

years

that

and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

r

Payable
Throughout
f

v

FOR
THE

J.
CONGRESSMANvELECT

HARVEY

B.

FERGUSSON,

D. BARNES,

Agent.

ALBUQUERQUE.
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Suggestions
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Public Education

and all Foreign
Countries

-- I
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S., Canada, Mexico

j

Tailor Q
Capital
SYUFY& YOUNG.

Red
Gross

U.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

T;

trial

WHY
SUIT

of The World

Save Money

Wheeling, West Virginia.
X In New Mexico Almost Thirty Years.
Age 63 years.
X
Born in Alabama.
In 1882, Mr. Fergusson came to
Work Will Please You
Graduate of Washington and X White Oaks; .Lincoln county, in conX nection with mining litigation. This
Lee University.
You
Shenandoah X interested him in mining enterprises
Instructor in
Promptness will
X and from that time he made a special
Valley Academy.
of experience means
Practiced law at Wheeling, X ty of mining litigation. In 18S4 he
Many
X hung out his shingle in Albuquerque,
West Virginia.
Came to White Oaks, Lincoln X being associated for a time with the
cannot be equaled and a
Work
X late W. B. Childers and then with the
county, in 1882.
the automobile and made another
Located In Albuquerque in X late Judge Warren.
order will convince you.
dash homeward, just escaping several
X Special U. S. and District Attorney.
1884.
Santa Feans who were on the scrub
Governor Ross appointed Mr. FerX
District Attorney.
train, also bound for the Ancient City, j
X
district attorney but the latter
U.
S.
in
gusson
A
Attorney
NOT PLACE YOUR ORDER
Special
But all was not smooth for tho ways
X resigned very soon. In 1894, he was
1894.
of
WITH
difficulty'
and
AN
OVERCOAT
OR
Cupid
difficulty after
Con- - X employed by Secretary Olney as spe
Delegate to Fifty-fiftX cial U. S. attorney in prosecutions for
gress.
went out and a long halt had to bej
Secured grants of land for X the violation of federal bank statutes.
made to plug up the gas tank witb
In Congress.
New Mexico institutions and X
mud, or adobe, which was a 'brilliant
Elected in 1896 to the Fifty-fiftX
schools.
idea of Mr. Walker to stop a leak when
Candidate twice since for X Congress as Delegate from New Mex
all other schemes failed.
X ico, Mr. Fergusson rendered signal
Congress.
The bridal party alighted and built
Commit- - X service through the passage of the
Democratic
National
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
a fire by the road side to warm their
251 San Francisco Street,
::
X Fergusson act which granted the territeeman.
hands and feet and furnish illuminaX tory its extensive land donations for
Married. Children.
tion while repairs to their motor were
public institutions and schools. He
being made.
was also active and energetic in othFinally the trip was resumed, a jack
er
matters and made a splendid rec
man
to
A
most
personally,
charming
DOING THEIR DUTY.
rabbit or a rat nr soma other animal
wnom- - New Mexico u indebted for the ord. He was nominated again for this
of
in
front
the
and
adding
car,
darting
honor by his party but went down to
Scores of Santa Fe Readers Are zest to the Journey.
(Fergusson act which gave it exten- defeat before Pedro Perea in 1898,
the
of
the
Duty
Kidneys.
Learning
Just before reaching Santa Fo, her sive land grants for institutions and and again before B. S. Rodey in 1902.
the moon, sent her soft rays
t
majesty,
National Committeeman.
Harvey B.
To filter the blood Is the kidney's over the mountains and the bridal schools, Congressman-elecMr. Fergusson was Democratic naFergusson is one of the best liked,
duty.
couple declared the trip had been ro most popular and most magnetic men tional committeeman for many years
When they fall to do this the kid- mantle to the last degree.
As the car in public life in the Southwest. With delegate to national, territorial and
sick.
are
neys
entered the old Santa Fe trail which a record absolutely clean, and with county conventions, held many posts of
folBackache and most kidney ills
Mr. Walker pointed out, additional ideals that are high, he has been an honor, is an active member of the New
low.
interest was lent to the trip for both eloquent advocate of good govern-brid- e Mexico Bar Association and has ever
and bridegroom hail from Kan- - ment and of Democratic principles, taken a live interest in civic matters.
Help the kidneys do their work.
Doan's Kidney Pills build up weak sas which has figured conspicuously and certainly is deserving of whatever In 1887, he married Miss Clara M
with Missouri in the blazing of this honors his party has bestowed on him. Huning, daughter of Franz Huning, a
kidneys.
Bring a Merry Christmas
Santa Fe people endorse our claim. noted thoroughfare.
In him, the Republicans have found a New Mexico pioneer. Two children
140 Canon
Manuel Delgado,
were born to the union, Miss Erna, who
St, The romance which was culminated toeman worthy of their steel.
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The pub- last night was begun several years
is well known and liked in Santa Fe
A Southerner.
attended!
lic statement I gave in praise of ago when Miss McMahan
social circles, and Harvey B. Fergus-son- ,
brn
ONK
Doan's Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds Washburn academy at Topeka, and' Hf"Y '
one j
Jr.
C
in
Alabama.
He
i
h September 9, 1848,
For four or five years I was iw, wi
A Southern Gentleman.
CENT
m"
ri CENT good.'
f
?ta?ng?
An unforgettable incident of the
Eg"lH Car
subject to attacks of backache which same city. Miss McMahan went from J?mes
&TS
EACH
y
EACH S
S
ftled
were so severe that I was unable to Washburn academy to Baker Univerancestors was an writer's experiences In New Mexico
work.
I tried various remedies said sity at Baldwin, Kansas. She is a ,ina- - One of
was a trip to Roswell with Mr. Fer
to be cures for such troubles, but
Wiled at King's Mountain. His father gusson, which included a wreck cf two
automobiles and the
of benothing benefitted me until I used riety. She is a most attractive brun- Seals
Provide Doan's Kidney Pills, They promptly ette of a charming personality and she CaDt? ,n Sampson N. Fergusson. was a ing marooned in a floodhardships
Red Cross
and rainstorm
somewhere near Salt Creek (of no poproved their worth and effected a is sure to make many friends in this
, .
These Things
jjauy iu iuc riiiu Aiauama vuiuuiceis litical significance) until rescued by
cure which has been permanent. My i.-.
' automobiles from Roswell. The forti
v,i"
Mr. Ely a Runner.
Tw
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills
8 battles- Mr. Ely, who for the past fortnight,1111 of
has been gratifying that I gladly
tude and good cheer with which Mr.
and
Sanatoria
'
Hospitali
Graduate of Washington and Lee. Fergusson, though not in good iiealth,
recommend them."
has been acting city editor of the New
Dispensaries and Visiting Nurses
The son was reared in the. South shared the fatigue and hardships of
For sale by all dealers. Price SO Mexican, has had an interesting cacenta Fostec-MilburCo., Buffalo, reer, although he Is still a young man and took the degree of M. A. at Wash the trip with the younger members of
These Prevent Tuberculosis
He hails frtom ington and Lee University, Virginia, the party, and his wealth of learning
New York, sole agents for the United w(Il under thirty.
Topeka, Kansas. There he attended having worked his way through by and anecdote that helped to pass the
and
Your, Home States.
Remember the name Doan's and Washburn College where he leaped teaching Greek and mathematics. In weary hours, as well as his kindly
Last Tear $300,000 Worth Wen SoM
into fame in athletics as captain of the 1874, he graduated from the law course courtesies and chivalry, made a lasttake no other.
track team and by his smashing of a and then for three years taught at ing impression that has ripened Into
This Year a Million te Needed from
dozen or more college records as a the Shenandoah valley academy at admiration, even though the writer bas
Red (J rots seals
Have you Kurnlsheer Booms to 'Rent? long distance runner. There were only Winchester, Virginia.
In October, differed energetically with Mr. Fer
A little campaign Want advertising two other men in the whole state of 1876, he began the
WILL YOU DO YOUR PART?
of law at gusson in political matters.
practice
in the New Mexican will keep the in Kansas who could outrun him In a
Red Crou Scab Cost only One
rooms
from
come from your furnished
mile race. He is a member of the' T
Cent each, and should be used
on the back of all Chratmaa Mail
lapsing;. The classified columns are Kappa Sigma Fraternity.
to New Mexico and was connected '
.will
It
and
looked
up
closely
always
Seals
to
1907
1902
la Tout rldnltr,
From
Mr. Ely was in with a publishing company of which
Cto:i
Relieves
Lit tou cuaot bur Klwriuta
you wall to use them.
pay
as
an apprentice his brother Is a large stockholder and
the
navy
entering
For Sale at All Drug Stores and
and quitting as quartermaster of Ad- - secretary.
BLADDER
Writmer's Book Store.
The charm of Santa Fe allured him
Let Him Know ft IT you are out of mlral "Bob" Evans staff on the Maine.
all
a position, you must let the employer He was in the North Atlantic fleet and to reside here and he has made many
Discharges In
advertise-stent
di
his
Sellerr
Are You a
genial
want advertisement in the later the Atlantic fleet most of the friends in this city by
know
'24HOURS
in the classified column of the New Mexican will reach every boat- - time and travelled all over the world, position and as well as by his energy ,
EMkmrnktawitht
I
After a short stay at college he en-- and ability,
New Mexican will put your real estate aesi and professional man In the city
I
and
work
will
tared
a
the
served
and
newspaper
put
la
It
and
on (he market effectively.
county
groat many
mmtnfttlt.
V
the facts of your property before tk 1 territory. U you hare any special tal nearly a year on the city staff of the Try a New Mexican want ad. It'
)
Later he moved brings results.
Kansas City Star.
ent, do not hid It under a huabei.
yes of all possible buyew.
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CATARRH

UR HOLIDAY STOCK affords
a fine footwear treat for the
whole family. At this time

O1

of the year always finds our store
full of bright, new goods, suitable

for all occasions. We can show
you the most satisfactory shoe
for either full dress, evening wear
or for your stay at home.
Would it not be possible for you to
arrange for a visit of inspection. It is a
pleasure to show you what we have
without urging you to buy.

SHOES FOR CHILDREN.
Pat. Kid, Gun Metal,

$1.00

Vici Kid,

Felt Slippers in Red
and Blue,

to $3.00

.75 to

1.50

SHOES FOR WOMEN.

a?sr
Russia Tan, Suede,

$2.oo to $5.oo

Felt Slippers in a"
Colors,

r

.75 to 2.00

SHOES FO MEN.
Felt and Leather
Slippers,

$2.00 to $6.00
1.25 to

y

3.00
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JOHN K. STAUFFER,
CHAS. M. STAUFFER.
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Jaily, six months, bj mail
Daily, pe week, by carrier
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Dally, per month, by mail
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PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

It Is sent to
The New Mexican 1b the oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
every postotfice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
.monk the Intelligent and progreasiv e people of the Southwest.

FICTION AND LAWS.
REPORT OF GOVERNOR MILLS.
In another two months and the legThe last of the reports of territorial
governors has just been issued by the islature will be in session, with sev- enty-threV
members, each of them
of interesting documents which nave
ideas about the needs
own
his
with
comof
the
followed the development
monwealth for several decades ana of New Mexico in the line of legiscontain much of value to the historian lation. As a result there will be addand the statistician. Of late years, the ed two or three hundred statutes to
reports have been much reduced in the already heterogenuous mass of
size compared with the monumental laws on the New Mexico statute
reports that were made during the books. Tne demand for laws and
Otero administration, each year's re- more laws, is created by the fiction
port covering more than 500 pages and of abuses that must be remedied by
bountifully illustrated with half tone laws, of new wrinkles in legislation
pictures and colored maps. This last that will bring happiness, prosperity,
report of Governor Mills is much less and the millenium for all.
Les
pretentious, covers less than 50 pages. lie's Weekly today speaks of one ot
and yet in its businesslike tone and
fletIong y.hich nave resulted
I'l its SUiieill llguiea, gives a muaiicu especially in a demand for laws to
of
the
synopsis, a complete epitome
curb corporations, to leguiate them
year's progress.
and tn nrinrrnl them nut til existence.
Governor Mills reviews concisely injIt
u
g.
'" '
im.
the opening paragraphsi the major
!
Do w
Law
provements of the year and then gives
some space to statehood and the adop- - "ty of the law? Are we imbuea with
we
tion of the constitution. His estimate! the spirit of ooedience to it? Do
instru-tioan
as
law
the
merely
rSard
as to New Mexico's present populaoffend-steadis 340,000, and he shows that a nient for the punishment of
stream of immigration is ers, or do we look upon it m the
maintained as proved by the 3,27o orig-- ; broad sense of general and willing
teach-24inal homestead entries covering 482,-- conformity to the
acres, that were made during the ings of experience as emboaled in
fiscal year covered.
Other
entries rules estaolished for the regulation of
social and industrial relations?
swell the total number to 9,667 cover-'ou- r
ing 1,718,395 acres. While this is a These are the questions asked by
of 3, 332 entries and of 600.- - Secretary of the Treasury George B.
000 acres from the year previous yet, Cortelyou, in an impressive address
it also indicates the maintenance of a before tne American Association of
Mr.
Foreign League Newspapers.
steady growth from the outside.
The finances of the Territory are Cortelyou spoke of the hasty and
to be in splendid condition, the enly manner in which many of our
reduction of the tax rate from 14.5 to! laws are passed. He said that every
laws,
10 mills, or almost 31 per cent in two year sees thousands of new
years is dwelt upon. The reduction many of them inspired by partisan orThe citizen is beof the bonded indebtedness to less private motives.
by their
than a million dollars as the fruit of wildered and discouraged
an economic and wise financial Admi- very multiplicity and by their perThe assess- plexing and often contradictory pronistration, is emphasized.
ment for 1911 is shown to be $60,048,- - visions. How true this is! Yet the
880, and declared to be on the basis j only remedy for abuses, large or
of only twenty per cent of the real small, is more laws, new laws, larg- and more work for
value. The value of the territorial er statute-book- s
institutions is given as $2,006,640.58 the lawyers!
outside of their land grants, and their
"There is no such thing as mono
income is about $600,000 a year.
poly. It is a fiction, pure and simThe total resources of New Mexico Die The nearest approach to a mon- banks is given as $7,039,427, and of the 0poly is created by Uncle Sam when
building and loan associations as,ne grants a patent to an inventor.
$1.331 293. During the fiscal year, 183 But we never hear any one complain
corporations were authorized to do ing that Edison has made too much
business in New Mexico and their au- money or that any inventor ought
thorized capital is given as $46,989,-00- not to receive ell the returns he could
a considerable decrease from the
get from the brains he put into his
year previous.
inventions.
The public schools, the various ter"People talK about a monopoly in
ritorial institutions, the different de- steel, sugar, oil and other things. Not
partments of the territorial govern- one of these is controlled, even to
ment, are reviewed briefly, and statist-tic- the extent of
by the greatare given that show their growth est of the
engaged in
corporations
land
The
and advancement.
public
lines.
their
respective
adgrants are enumerated and their
"The country is dotted with indeministration is reviewed.
A chapter is devoted to farming ir- pendent steel plants, a great inderigation, dry farming, water power, pendent sugar refinery is about to
stream gauging, good roads, national be opened in Philadelphia, while new
forests, the stock industry, the nation- oil refineries are scattered all over
al guard, mining, game and fish, health the land.
conditions and the New Mexico Mus"Fiction!
Public opinion is based
eum and School of American Archae- on fiction. If the yellow newspaper
ology.
says it is so, the people believe it is
so No matter 'f it proves to be unIn conclusion, two recommendations
are made: An Act by Congress, pep true; that ract is quickly forgotten
mitting homeseekers to buy public when the next untruth is uttered.
land to the maximum of 640 acres, and When new fiction appears, the public
an act appropriating sufficient funds is impressed by it all the same. It
to complete the Scenic Highway across swallows it, and a falsehood travels
the Pecos forest.
the world around before Truth can
It must be admitted, that the close get on its boots to overtake it."
study of immigration statistics, of incorporations, the decline in homrstead
Tariff agitation has cost wool and
entries, small increase in assessment,
and some of the other statistics, show sheep growers of the West $50,000,-00- 0
the past year declares President
that despite the coming of statehood,
from which such an impetus towards Frank L. Gooding of the National
prosperity was expected. New Mexico Wool Growers' Association. That Is
has not done as well in a material a pretty big price for political taut,
way, in its stock industry, In its min- and it is not the sheepmen alone who
ing enterprises, in the way of new pay it, for $50,000.000 depreciation in
railroads and the influx of capital, as any industry or property is bound to
had been expected or as it did in prior affect all business enterprises adyears. The general unrest, the politic- versely and eventually every workal agitation, the uncertainty of the fu- ing man. Republican victory next
ture, may have all combined to make year is essential to sop this agitation
the year 1911 one of transition rather and talk from which New Mexico is
than one of material progress and suffering perhaps more than any other
commonwealth.
achievements.
e
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LATEST
MESSAGE.
"President Taft is setting a new
precedent in sending to Congress
separate messages on each subjec:
treated heretofore in the general
message that it has been customary
for presidents to send to Congress
whenever a new session convened.
On Tuesday, the president's message
was devoted entirely to the trust
problem and from the
standpoint it was an excellent discussion of the subject to which all parties can well subscribe without sacrificing any principle.
Yesterday's message deals with the
foreign relations of the United States
government and indirectly emphasi
ed the leading position that this nation has taken in the world and its
close contact with problems
which
heretofore it could afford to ignore.
The progress of arbitration is indicated although it is admitted that in the
matter of the Chamizal zon at El
Paso, arbitration proved abortive,
Much space is given to the troubles
in Mexico and the mobilization of the
army in Texas, and the conclusion is

drawn that
"The policy and action of this government were based upon an earnest friendliness for the Mexican people as a whole, and it is a matter of
gratification to note that this attitude
of strict impartiality as to all factions in Mexico and of sincere friendship for the neighboring nation, without regard for party allegiance, has
been generally recognised and has resulted in an even closer and more
sympathetic understanding between
the two republics and a warmer regard one for the other."
The crying need of a merchant
marine is discussed and at the same
time it is said:
"The fiscal year ended June 30,
1911, shows great progress in the deIt
velopment of American trade.
was noteworthy as marking the highest record of exports of American
products to foreign countries, the valuation being in excess of $2,000,000,-000- .
These exports showed a gain
over the preceding year of more than
$300,000,000."

Many have thought the United
States so
in agriculture
that it could "feed the earth" without asking .much odds of the rest ol
the world; and yet, according to the
secretary of agriculture, we imported
in 1911 the very considerable value of
$697,000,000
worth of things taken
from the land.

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 vAri,.
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protracting Piles in G to 14 days. 50c

MARKET REPORT
Livestock
South Omaha, Neb., Dec. 8. Cattle
-Receipts 1,300. Market steady. Na
caows and
tive steers, $5.00(3.00;

heifers, $3.005.75; western steers,
$3.75(56.50; Texas steers, $3.505.50;
range cows and heifers, $3.005.25;
canners, $2.753.fi0; stockers and
feeders, $3.255.73; calves, $3.50
7.50; bulls, stags, etc., $3.255.00.
9,300.
Market
Hogs Receipts,
Heavy, $6.06
steady to easier.
6.17
mixed, $5.806.05;
light,
$5.506.05; pigs, $4.255.75; bulk of
sales, $5.756.05.
Sheep Receipts, 1,500. Market 5
to 10c lower. Yearlings, $4.405.00;
wethers, $3.634.00; ewes, $3.10
3.75; lambs, $5.25

ORCHARDS

6.00.

OFF

ARE FALLING

Greatest Fault Is Abnormal Growth
of Wood Trees Run Away With
Themselves

in Growth.

It

is becoming evident that some
of our older orchards are not producing as abundantly as they did ten
years ago. There are too many short
crop years, and inspection of the orchards discloses the reason in the
lack of the vigorous appearance which
the trees once had. The greatest
fault, however, is in the abnormal
growth of wood and this is the very
neglect against which we have been
e
preaching for many years. A
orchard in Otero county is a terrible
sight Just because this precaution has
not been followed and the flight of
each year makes the .trouble more
complicated for the trimming should
be done while the limbs are small,
says the Denver
Field and Farm.
Then, too, as a rule all trees in this
country are planted too closely and
their roots are interlacing and fighting for what there is to eat. It is
evident that the problem of fertilizing
out orchards must be taken up seriously and it is truly a great problem.
We do not know how to solve it. We
wish we did. Surface face treatment
is comparatively
easy and if it were
only the surface with which we have
to deal nobody need worry. But most
of our orchards on irrigated land are
bound to run away with themselves
in their ravenous growth. The main
part of their
system is
many feet under ground. How to get
nourishment to a starving- root ten
feet under the surface which has consumed all the material within reach
we have not yet discovered, but have
an Idea that the question may be
solved by using some soluble fertilizing material in the Irrigating water.
200-acr-

x

Only Two Eggs Required
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking Sc'iool Magazine
This Jelly Roll is fast becoming very
popular on account of the way it keeps
fresh. With proper handling it should
keep fresh a whole week, providing it
isn't eaten up in the meantime, for it is
every bit as good as it looks.
33

KC Jelly Soil
One cup sifted four; scant half
A' C
salt; 2 level teaspoo-ful- s

Baking Powder; grated rind of
beaten

1

lemon; egg
light; 1 cuf sugar;
cup hot milh; glues of jelly; pow

iered sugar.

Beat the sugar into the eggs; add the
lemon rind, then the flour, sifted three
times with the salt and baking powder;
and, lastly, the milk. Bake in a buttered dripping pan; turn out on a damp
cloth, trira off the crisp edges; spread
with jelly and turn over and over into
a roll while still warm. Dredge the top
with powdered sugar.
Hot millc used in the jelly roll enables it to be rolled without danger of
cracking. Have the milk scalding hot,
also be careful to have the egg3 and
sugar beaten together until very light
and creamy. Bake in a moderate oven.
K C Jelly Roll is illustrated on page
thirty-tw- o
of the new and handsomely
illustrated 6page K C Cook's Book",
which may be secured free by sending
the certificate packed in every
can of K C Baking Powder to the
"vquhs Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
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msruTes an rornia seeu.
Ordinarily it is a mistake not to
feed the liquid befortf the solid food.
If tbe hogs are not fed in a clean
place, free from dust and mud, it is
a mistake.
The fall of the year Is a critical
time in the management and care of
the sheep flock.
Animals need food to butid up bone
and muscle and repair the wear and
tear on their bodies.
The lamb crop of each year is a

FIRST

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

particularly important consideration

with the sheep farmer.
In the corn belt hogs furnish one
of the most important means of marketing the corn crop.
In breaking a colt it is best to
hitch him to a log or a sled for the
first two or three times.
It will pay any farmer of good
to raise
Judgment and intelligence
or pure-bredraft colts.
One of the first essentials of managing the sheep flock, in the fall of
tbe year Is to provide proper shelter.
The cold rains and damp nights of
the fall season like those of spring,
are a source of constant danger to
sheep.
The farmer who lives in town
should not trust entirely to his hired
man; he is likely not to make a success of it.
A
ration is that kind
and quantity of feed which will produce the best results at the least possible expense.
See that the hogs have comfortable
quarters now and the months to
come. Failure here will impair the
usefulness of the herd. '
One need not wait a minute if they
so desire, but may begin feeding
from tbe top of the silo as Boon as
tbey have finished tilling.
Pure bred stock cannot be handled
in the same shiftless and careless
manner that scrub and common native stuff is generally dealt

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic,
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

Approximately 14,000 families are
now residing on farms watered by irrigation canals, built by the government in the last eight years.
That
means a population of about 25,000
added to the cities, towns and villages
in this irrigated country as a direct
result of the government's work. So
we may truthfully say, in speaking of
what the government's reclamation bureau si doing, that it is a process of empire building, says the Omaha Bee.
It may be urged that the process Is
one of elimination, that the people are
simply taken from one .part of the
United States and transported to another part. Even if that were wholly,
instead of only partially, true it would
still argue nothing against, but everything for, the achievement
It is remarkable, too, how rapidly
towns and communities
spring up
from this irrigated soil.
Farmers
must have their markets close at
hand, their centers of social and spiritual culture and knowledge, and as
soon as the government gets through
platting its farm land it lays off its
town lots and they are eagerly bought
up and towns built upon them. And
these towns are being built on the
foundation of the experience of prosperous and successful people and communities in other parts of the country,
therefore, wisely and substantially

built

R.

J.

j

It is a mistake to overfeed or
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PALEN, President.
L. A. HUGHES,
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B. READ,

Cashier.
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F. McKANE,

Cashier.
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

.

How About That Fire Insurance? j
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?

Think About

QUITE PROMISING.

It!- -

--

Then Act !

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

E

'

GENERAL AGENTS.

:

:

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,

Sash, Doors,

Casings, Base,

Wainscotting
Ceiling,
Custom Work

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.

The Collector I saw young Scadd
and he made another promise to pa
in the near future.
The Merchant I consider him to
be about the most promising young
man in the city.

W; solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
Specifications, Etc

Gave Himself Away.
Mrs. Sharpeye (at a hotel) That
couple try to act as if they had been
married for years, but I know they
are on their wedding tour."
Mr. Sharpeye
Guess not.
Mrs. S. Yes, they are. He gave hei
the tenderloin of the steak." New
York Weekly.
'

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black
33166.

Asking Too Much.

The airman flew, the crowd proclaimed
The show no good at all;
And some there were who loudly blamed
Him 'cause he did not fall.

Estimates cheerfully furnished

THE PALACE

M HOTELS

AND

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Under the Same Management.

Now

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Large Sample Rooms.

..

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

The Blessed One.

Tbe unconscious stranger lay on the
sidewalk breathing heavily and groaning. Two teeth were missing, his eyes
were marked and his nose was bleed-

Coronado Restaurant

ing.
"Who can he be?" said the crowd
&
again and again.
"I guess he was some peacemaker,"
Furnished rooms in connection.
suggested the ambulaq "e surgeon, sun
veying the wreckage. .
222 San Francisco Street
::

Short Orders run Day

J.P. Steed

& Son

FURNITURE

All Work Guaranteed.

Baths.

x

X

Electric Lights

Ll?E

G.

I Take a look at our lineof NEW and

MAKERS.

NEATLY

& Cold

25c
Prop--

HERRERA,

XXXXX XXX

OH! YOU SPORTS

DONE

Phone. Red

X

THE NIFTY NEW STYLE

,
115

BROWNS, GRAYS and BLACKS
You cannot afford to be without one

un-

derfeed.
Do not forget that the
hog is a NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP w
grazing animal.
K
MRS R. LOPEZ.
Protein in the food is the muscle
building material.
Shampooing
Manicuring
It is a mistake to feed constipating
Hair Dressing Massaging
5
feed with nothing to correct it.
Chiropody.
.Grass becomes less frlatable to Front Room Over F. Andrews' Store.

K

UP-TO-DA- TE

HATS

MADE TO ORDER

PAINTING

Hot

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXJSXXJS XX

CARPENTERS
AND CABINET

Regular Meals

Night.

K
W

.

ADOLPH

SELIGMAN

xsxxx xxxxxxxxxk

DRY GOODS

s

st

as

as

CO.

x x x

as

REDUCTION SALE

Sterling Detachable Pure Silk Umbrellas Regular Price, $7.50
OUR SPECIAL
PRICE, $5.50

Brass Ink Stands, 75c to $1.50
Brass Candlesticks, 50c to $2.50
Brass Book Racksk$2.50

I

.

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

Santa Fe Planing Mill

SIGN

LIVE STOCK NOTES.

ng

money-transmitti-

d

high-grad- e

NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE

root-feedin- g

Snow Failed to arrive Although
the weather bureau had predicted
snow for last night and today, the
day dawned cloudless. But the weather bureau is a persistent cuss and
now predicts snow for tonight and tomorrow. Yesterday was a pleasant
day with a maximum temperature of WORK
DONE BY GOVERNMENT
forty-sind a minimum of
degrees
twenty-eigh- t
The
relative
degrees.
So Far Approximately 14,000 Families
humidity yesterday morning was
Have Been Furnished With Suitper cent
able Farms In West.

Jelly Roll Recipe

IT. M.

Silver Mesh

Bags-Leat- her

Beautiful Elect rol iers and Domes. See the Display.

Shop Bag
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S'TA FE, X. M.

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

PERSONAL MENTION

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

Business

D. T. Hoskins, the well known Las
Vegas banker, is at the Palace hotel.
Former Governor Miguel A. Otero
is out again after being laid up two
days with a severe cold.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mounted Police, went to Albuquerque yes-

;

Your Patronage Solicited
1. B. LAUGHLIN, President

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

1856.

1903.

Incorporated

TIMES UP!
Get a Line On Our

Stock of

Holiday Specialties!
You Can Find an Array
of Everything
ESPECIALLY

f
.

SELI1
...

x p. o. box, ziv.

FOR

SELECTED

:

GIFTS,

i

COM T,
.

:

:

:

:

John S. Clark, who has
been here a few days, left yesterday
for his home in Las Vegas.
J. F. Miller, Mrs. Hays and Miss
Hays are over from the Valley Ranch
to spend a day In Santa Fe.
Mrs. V. L. Roberts left the cfty yesterday for Espanola where she will
spend a few days with friends.
Charles Grandwohl of Albuquerque,
formerly of South Bethlehem, Pa.,
visited Pennsylvania friends in Santa Fe today.
Mrs. P. Jaramillo left this afternoon
for a short visit with her sister, Mrs
Cleofes Romero, In Santa Fe. Las
Vegas Optic.
District Attorney Alexander Read
of Rio Arriba county who has been in
the city for a week returned yesterday
to his home in Tierra Amarilla.
J. S. Lea, one of the penitentiary
commissioners, is here from Roswell,
where he is a prominent banker and
stockman and former
treasurer o
Chaves county.
Miss Eleanor McClellan of Xenia,
Ohio, who has been teaching at the
Allison Mission School, has returned
to Chicago, 111., where she will take
up Kindergarten Mission work.
Mrs. A. L. Bond, wife of the well
known merchant of Estancia, and her
son Charles, passed through Santa
Fe yesterday on her way home. She
has been visiting friends in Mexico
and California.
Mr. and Mrs. Eufracio F. Gallegos
and Miss Lena Gallegos arrived last
night, from their home In Gallegos,
near Clayton, in their big Cadillac
touring car and left this morning for
Santa Fe Las Vegas Optic.
Lieutenant Catron, son of Hon. T,
B. Catron of this city, figured prominently in the capture of a quartet of
Keyistas at Laredo, Texas. Lieuteiv
ant Catron and his men formed an ambuscade and took the quartet at the
point of a pistol.
M. A. Otero, Jr., who has been vis
iting in Santa Fe since the territorial
oratorical contest, returned home
Senator-elec- t

H. F.

W. E. GRIFFIN

Established

terday.

Phone 36

:

Simple EconomiesSonietimesOverlocked
In her anxiety to set a good table,
many a housewife often incurs needless
For example: in the making
expense.
of pastry butter will often be used,
which, at its cheapest, is expensive and
give3 no better results than can be obtained by the use of Cottolene the
vegetable-o- il
cooking fat; yet Cottolene
costs about the same as lard, and one-thless is required than either butter or lard. Lard is still more expensive because it contains hog fat and
leads to indigestion. You can save on
your doctor's bills, as well as on your
cooking fat, by using Cottolene in all
your shortening and frying.

FOR RENT
HOUSES

ird

"furnished and Unfurnished

O.C.WAfSON&CO. P
INSURANCE, SURETY

BONDS,

REAL

Phone, Red 189.

XMAS

K

will soon be here.
practical, useful gift

CO.

"Where Prices are
Lowest for Safe
Quality.

Satisfied
With
JULIUS H. QERDES. That

i!

Pay us a visit ere making: your selection. Our prices are
always as low as the lowest.

H. C. YONTZ,

Reliable Jeweler

Saa Fraiciso

Street

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

66-6-

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

Next Door to Postoff Ice.

5- c3

4-

in

MISS

You pay for,

191

MUGLER

m
The Christinas Stoge
Y

vice-pres-

CANVASS THREE
COUNTIES TODAY,
(Continued

with all its traditions, means above everything else the
of Good Cheer." Our stock has never contained so
CHRISTMAS,
" as it does this year. Personally selected from
the world's best markets, we can show an assortment thatofcannot
Holibe outdone west of Chicago. Nothing will produce a genuine spirit
a
w
as
ill
serve
It
"penance
day Season so much as a token of your regards. akin
to man. We earnestly
in a sense, and make you feel that you are still
more satisfactory. Many
urge you to buy early, as you will find it much cannot
be duplicated this
sold
and
of our choicest novelties are already

i

season.

OUR CHRISTMAS TOYS BRING CHRISTMAS JOYS! Not only for
rememthe young, but the old folks feel just as young if they are kindly
of
hundreds
bered by their friends. Below we mention a few of the many

From Page One.)

13S9. The Territory of New Mexi-- !
co, appellee, vs. Melvin W. Mills, et al.

'

appellants. Appeal from tne district
court of Santa Fe. Judgment is affirm;
ed.
1394. W. W. Shoneair, apellant, vs.
North British ami Mercantile Insurance Company of London, England, appellee. Appeal from the district court
of Curry county. Judgment affirmed.
1396. Valentina Chavez de Padilla,
etc., appellee, vs. The Atchison, Tof
peka & Santa Fe Railway Company,
appellant.
Appeal from the district
court of Valencia county. Judgment
affirmed.
1399. Harry M. Dougherty, et al.,'
appellees, vs. Fanny V. Van Ripper,
appellant.
Appeal from the district
court of Socorro county. Judgment af- firmed.
399. Territory of New Mexico, ap-- '
pellee, vs. Jim Walker, appellant. Appeal from the district court of Chaves
county. Judgment Is affirmed.
Silvestre Torres, appellant,
vs. The Territory of New Mexico, ap
pellee. Appeal from the district c6urt
of Union county.
Judgment is af--;
1402.

firmed.
(Chief Justice Pope and Judge

selected presents that win De appropriate :
Neckties, Mufflers, Sweaters, Suspenders, Hosiery, Handkerchiefs,
FOR GENTLEMEN Toilet Sets, Traveling Sets, Military Brush Sets, Gloves, Etc.
Fancy Handkerchiefs, Fancy Hosiery, Table Linen, Napkin Sets,
Fine Kid
Fancy Towels, Center Pieces, Handbags, Music Rolls,
Fine
China, BeauGloves, Fancy Combs, Toilet Articles, Embroidery Sets, Shirst Waist Patterns,
Hand-madArticles.
Useful
tiful Pictures, Mexican Drawn Work Patterns, Fancy Box Paper,
E HMEC Our Line of Suitable and Useful Presents for the Little
CAD THE I ITTI
1
1
LI
LC "HE Folks is too varied and numerous to even mention
rUlV
You will find here practically anything for your little folks thai is to be found
some of them.

CAD THE I

I

A

niCC

rUK Hie LAUiEJ

e

J

lllE

Xmas store in the large city.

in any

REAL BARGAINS IN SILVERWARE
;
'

Mo- -

If so

A.

let us

We take the liberty here to thank our many friends and customers for the
most liberal patronage they have given us during the year drawing to
a close. We shall continue to try and merit your confidence and
patronage by honest dealing and fair prices.

Fie dissent.)
1405. Territory of New Mexico, ap-pellee, vs. Edward McKabb, appellant
Appeal from district court of Guada-- ;
Jupe county. McXabb, a traveling
man, was convicted of murder and the
case attracted much attention. The
THE PRICE MAKERS.
THE MASTER TAILORS
judgment of the district court is re
versed and the cause is remanded.
Opinion is by Judge Abbott and is coa
curred in by all.
1411. L. Currant et als., appellants.
to
up at
vs. The Citizen Bank of Aztec et aU corn.
May opened
th 63 c and sagged to 62
appellees.
Appeal from the distric: 63
court of San Juan county. Judgment The close was firm with May 8
c
net higher at 97
is affirmed.
1422. J. H. O'Reilly, appsllee, vs.
Lightness of demand allowed oats
HAVE some fine Sets of China for the table,
John W. Colbert, coast lines hospital to settle down with wheat and corn.
as
to
a
shade
started
many pieces as you wish. Also Kitchen
association, garnishee, appellant. Ap- May
to 49l-4- c
hut repeal from the district court of Ber- higher at 49
Cabinets that make cooking a delight. Wilnalillo county. Judgment Is reversed acted to 48
The close was
ton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
Sentenced to Penitentiary.
steady with May at C2
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footto
a
showed
A.
Provisons
tendency
Judge Ira
Abbott, at Albuquerque, this afternoon sentenced Emili-an- rise with hogs, initial transactions
steps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade
Gallegos, who 'recently broke out were the same as la night to 5c up
eyes and " dress up " the parlor. A complete
your
of jail, fro.-- two to three years In the with May 16.00 for pork; 9.20 to 9.25
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.
for rib
penitentiary for larceny of a mare. for lard and 8.45 to 8.47
Abel Molino, whose sentence had
been suspended
on conviction
THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND
Sold Booze Without License A
for
passing a bad check, was this after- Markovitch, of Albuquerque, was arnoon sentenced to one to two years rested by Deputy Internal Revenue
UNDERTAKING COMPANY.
in the penitentiary for stealing a Collector F. R. Crandall, yesterday,
on the charge of selling liquor with
watch.
out a U. S. license.
1

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO
c

8

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home

WE

8

o

FOR IMMEDIATE

SALE

c

o

5--8

We are offering Six 25 foot Lots
East of South Galisteo Street at
-:
-:
SNAP PRICES.
:-

READ for PROFIT

Have your

Use for Result

Turkey order
Early.
h. s.

!,MZ

in sterling Spoons and Knives and Forks that we propose to close out, as we do not intend to
If you are looking for bargains in this particular line of suitable
carry this line any more.
presents for the wife, do not overlook this special sale.

set-bac- k

JS

kaIe a

go

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
They work directly, on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
sun. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURIN ARY IRREGULARITIES
r
they exercise a permanent benefit.
TONIC IN ACTION

QUICK IN RESULTS

For sale bj all drvgglsu.

Carriage

Santa

& Automobile

Fe

Abstract, Realty

Phone Black No. 52

PAINTING

&

J

Insurance Agency.

SIGN PAINTING
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
305 San Francisco

Street.

Big Reduction
125

Palace
Avenue.

HATS

On all TRIMMED

Shapes and Feathers.

MRS. W. LINDnARDT,

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
o
THE EYES. Our display rooms are open for your
and
by having it right where you are using it. It saves on your light

SANTA FE WATER &

:-

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

SAVES
bill
can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right.

Get away from
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum HghVand better looking than anything you can get.
--

1

3

Monday night. He represented the
Military Institute in the state contest
for higher educational institutions.
Koswell Daily Retold.
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn returned
Saturday from Mexico City where he
attended to important business. Major
Llewellyn was the guest of honor at
various functions while in tha city,
among them a most enjoyable dinner
i
given by C. R. Hudson, first
dent of the Mexican Central lines,
where he met Paul Hudson, the owner of the Mexican Herald and a native
and long resident of Topeka, Kansas,
and son of the late General Joseph
Hudson of that city. Mr. Hudson
found Major Llewellyn well posted on
international matters and gave an in- terview with him in the Herald which
we produce elsewhere.
Rio Grande
Republican.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

a

A.

1-- 2

Christmas

MULLIGAN & RISING,

SEE THEM AT

Poor digestion, gas in the stomach,
sour fermentation, and many other
stomach troubles are the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) principal cause of headache; and yet
Chicago, III., Dec. 8. Strength in
take poisonous
pills and
wheat due to a bullish construction people
to numb a headache that lb
powders
of the government report disappearsure to return, instead of taking Cel
ed today under lively selling. Openso for the stomach where the trouble
to
were
highing prices
Cel-sis effervescent and de
lies.
to
at
97
97
er. May started
to take. 10 and 25c at The
lightful
to
an advance of
Capital Pharmacy.
and then descended to 96
The Capital Pharmacy will refund
in wheat effected your purchase price if it fails to do
The
'
all we claim.
Is this fair?

THE GIFT STORE Turkey?
EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LARQE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON

XMAS

and Dress Shapes.

WHEAT AND OATS DECLINE
ON CHICAGO MARKET.

THANKSGIVING
!!

I

2

You

You will find these for Men and
Women and Children at this store. Call
and see them.

iated.

8

-

Where

is the most highly apprec-

NoveltyFancyFeathers

8

s-

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St

JlkThe Jcpof Giving

THOSE

COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET

Santa Fe,
New Mexico

Ci

3
"Tl
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RATON NEW MEXICO.?

In effect Sept, 1st
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PRESERVES
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Company.

GENERAL OFFICES
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Koehler
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Cerrososo
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"Hurrah Mother! I've thought ot
a way to get the money for the interest." cried Cynthia Brannon, rushing
Into the big kitchen like a young hurricane, and as the face of the woman
who was engaged in the prosaic task
of peeling potatoes brightened,
she
continued triumphantly: "Just think
of all the rows of sweet pickles and
preserves and canned things, and the
tumblers of jelly by the dozen that
are packed away in the preserve
closet, and then dare to say that we
haven't anything we can sell!"

Mrs. Brannon
asked doubtfully,
00
82
'..'. "But, dear child, who is going to buy
Ar
Lv
10
them?
Lv
6 35
Ar am
Cimarron
Everyone around here has
18
4
Nash
6 27
just as large a supply as we have."
2S
6 17
j
Hr!an
6 45
94
"Oh I shan't try to sell them here.
tit's Pari, N. M...Lv
Ar
6 00
"."
.
pm ; p m
T'j' I intend to pack the market wagon
and go over to the shore. There are
jOonneots at Colfax wit i K. P. & s. W. Ky. train both North and Soutb.E
SStage for Van Houten (, M, meeti trains at Preston N.IM.Z
lots of people camping out this sumStage leaves TJte Park. N", M for Kllzubathtown, S. M., at 9;00 j. m, dolly excep mer, and I know they will be glad to
uu
andsys. Fare fc one way $3.50 .round trip; fifty pound baagaze carried free.
get some of your lovely preserves.
S .train leaves Des Melnea, N, M- for the south at 11 ill p. in. larrlves
0.
from tb I shall ask only twenty-fivvents for
tb at 4:38 a. m,
the quart cans, and ten cents a tumE. G. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
bler for the jellies, and if I don't find
F. M. WILLIAM,
V. P. & G. M.,
a market for every solitary one of
Superintendent
G. p. Agent,
them I miss my guess."
She looked the picture of youthful
enthusiasm as she described her plan
for capturing the needed cash for the
interest on the mortgage which hung
like a dark cloud over these two women; and her mother had not the
heart to discourage her.
T El Paso' Bisbee Douglass
"May good luck attend you, dear
and all points in New Mexico,
I am sure that a peddler who is so
Mexico
to
and
Arizona,
thePacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
certain of the perfection of his wares
CENTRAL to Torrance thence
as you are, ought to find victims in
plenty."
That young woman at once proceeded to give her mother such a hearty
hug and kiss that the pan of potatoes
was scattered broadcast.
"Now 1 will finish my dusting, and
then start to pack my van for
OR
4
4
6
5
5
6

16
43

f,8
76

.

f

-.

e

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Santa

FrOtTl

FC

THE

EAST

BEST

venture," said the prospective

peddler.
Next morning found Cynthia cover-erinher five mile drive to the shore
at Dobbin's best pace, and with a
large supply of every sort of canned
goods in the wagon.
As she was descending the long hill
to the beach she saw coming toward
her a band of youngsters clad in the
uniform of the present day church
cadets.
"That must be some of St. John's
"I susDect
boys," thought Cynthia.
they are out foraging why shouldn't
they invest in some preserves?"
When she reached them, Cynthia
hailed the boys In true peddler fashion. "Can't I sell you some homemade preserves and jellies?" she inquired, and they flocked round her
wagon.
It ended by their all turning about
and escorting Cynthia down to their
camping ground, for fear she should
not be able to find it alone.
The smallest of the boys climbed
up to the seat beside Cynthia, and
commenced at once to tell her all
about their affairs as the wagon moved along.
"I tell you it's a dandy camping out
just like soldiers," he began. "And
we have to do things by rule same
as they do, too. Mother
thought I
was too little to go off alone, but Captain Morgan says my record is as
good as the biggest of them it's only
by my size he knows I am small!"
He smiled proudly up into Cynthia's
interested eyes.
"That is splendid. And do you boys
have to cook and keep things tidy for
yourselves?"
"You bet we do! Captain Morgan
knows how to do everything and he
Shows us boys. He said before we
started that this wasn't going to be
e
any
camp, with somebody to do the work for us. But It's
lots of fun with Captain Morean to
help."
Evidently the captain was a veritable idol to his small follower, and
Cynthia found herself wondering if
mis paragon would approve of a
young woman who peddled
homemade preserves.
g

ROUTE

WEST

For rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX

O
EI

& P. Agent,
Paso Texas

F- -

Holiday Rates
Account of the Christmas and
Holidays, the

DENVER

New-Year-s

& RIO GRANDE R. R.
PUBLISHES RATE OF

I

for the Round Trip Between
AiliMations on its Lines.

One Fare

SELLING DATES:
Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30 and 31,1911;

also Jan.

1,

1912

Return Limit, January 3, 1912.
New Mexico Military
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

Tbe Wst Point

season.

r

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated
address:

es

COL.. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent

SI

ITjrXT

A

m T

w

liUUKUArN UlVtiKY CO.
Successor to B. P. Williams

I have purchased the entlrt stock of horses
and equipment
Owned by B P. Williams and will continue to
operate It as iTwnwr
CLASS LIVERY where w. will be ready at all
thus, of day or night
to furnish you with any kind o a rig you may want
I
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit will endeavor
your

patronage.

Pbooe IM Red

make-believ-

"There's

Institute

of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department aa "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 37o0
feet above sea level, sunshine every
"Ji uuw lain qr snow during we

M.

AT 110 SAN FRANCISCO ST)

the

a.

he
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He Didnt Care
"Now, John!" cried Mrs. Prill in
tones of exasperation.
Prill continued removing his coat.
Then he tossed it through the open
window from the screened porch luto
the living room. Next he determinedly shed his vest his collar and his tie,
and with a relieved "Whew!" sank
into the hammock.
"You are perfectly
maddening!"
went on his wife when she had witnessed his deed. "How can you "
Thud! Thud! Prill's shoes hit the
porch floor as he kicked them off.
Next he sighed with content.
"If the McSloys should come now "
tearfully began his wife.
Prill raised himself in the hammock
and spoke heatedly. "For four consecutive nights," said he, "I have sat
on my own front porch in starched
and melting agony, all for fear the
I have worn a
McSloys would call!
coat that was constructed by a fiendish tailor for arctic exploration
work and a vest that originally started out m life as a mustard plaster. I
have endured the glare of the lights
from within the house which you insisted on keeping lighted so the McSloys would know we were at home.
I have choked to death up to a late
hour because you wouldn't make any
lemonade till you finally gave up hope
of the McSloys for that evening. Now
I'm through!
"Why, the dumb animals in the
parks are treated with more consideration by their keepers than I have
been treated in my own home!"
"You might consider me a little!"
retorted his wife. "You know perfectly well that Mrs. McSloy doesn't include every one in her willing list,
and she is on the membership committee of that club I want to join, and
Mr. McSloy runs out to the golf club
in his machine Saturdays, and it would
be splendid if he liked you and would
pick you up sometimes, and I should

think"

"I know you would, Celia," Interrupted her emancipated husband in
languid content from the hammock.
"I know just what you would think,
and I am going to spare you the recital, because the weather is far too
Lot for you to exert yourself by talking when you don't have to! I know
your every little thought, darling!
And somehow at this minute it wouldn't make a blithering bit of difference
if King George himself in his coronation robes and with his crown tucked under his arm should walk up those
front steps, I should rely on his common sense as a man to understand
that nobody but a lunatic would keep
on his coat and the trimmings if he
didn't have to!"
"Men," observed Mrs. Prill agitatedly, "are the densest, stupidest most
selfish things!
If you knew how it
would make me feel if Mrs. McSloy
should catch you looking like this
you'd put on your coat and shoes and
collar at once! Mrs. McSloy always
looks as though she had come out of
a bandbox, and "
"She can go right back into a
bandbox for all of me!" persisted
Prill, airily. "I'd have you understand
that I'm just as good as the McSloys!
And all their relations! This toadying makes me tired! Isn't this my
own bouse? Why should I have to
consult McSloy about my wearing apparel? You'll be wanting me to telephone him to ask whether I shall
wear my blue pajamas or my pink
ones!
If Mrs. McSloy's delicate constitution can't stand the shock of seeing a man without a collar, I don't
think I'd bother about knowing her if
I were you!"
"Their first call, too'," mourned
Prill. 'And first impressions count

COMMON SENSE BASIS
OF GOOD ADVERTISING

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

By WM. C. FREEMAN.

Abe Martin says: "The man who
does not advertise may know his own
business, but nobody else does."
I always think there is something
wrong with a business if it does not
oiake itself known in some way.
Common sense must be appHed,
however, as to how that business shall
")e made known.
In New York, Chicago, Philadelphia
nd other large cities there are fifty
:lmes as many stores that do not ad'
vertlse in newspapers as do advertise.
'n them.
The reason is that these stores are
were neighborhood stores doing a
imall business depending wholly on
the custom of perhaps a couple of
hundred families.
Obviously, such stores cannot afford
to advertise in the big newspapers.
How, then, are they to advertise?
There are only a few ways for them
to do, viz:
tetters to all
Sending
Df the families in the neighborhood
telling about the goods they have for
sale using posters and signs in their
neighborhood wherever they can get
the space for them displaying their
merchandise
in their windows but
better than all of these Is advertising
in the weekly neighborhood paper, If
one is issued.
There must be advertising of some
kind done, and if it is effective the
business will grow, and the small
shopkeeper may be able to acquire
stores in different neighborhoods.
Then he can branch out with his ad
vertising program and buy space in
the big newspapers, like so many oth
ers have done before him.
This applies only to the very large
com
in the smaller
communities;
where everybody knows
munities,
everybody else, the one medium to
use all of the time is the daily home
newspaper.
You must realize that good adver
tising, of whatever nature, must have
a basis of
common sense
and must be done in accordance with
a shopkeeper's ability to pay for It
well-writte- n

PAUL A. F. WALTER
Attorney-at-La- w

Santa Fe,

-

-

New Mexico

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-.it-La-

Practice in tie Distrl t Court at
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the territory.
Las Cruces,
New Mexico.
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Banta Fe.

New Mexico

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attefitin to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa N. M.
C. W. O. WARD

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,

New Mexico.

HARRY D. MOULTON
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Chas. F. Easley.
EASLEY &

Chas. R. Easley
EASLF-Y- .

Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and before
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-cla, N. M.
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in ail the Courts and
fore the Interior Department.
Is an original
Advertising
form of salesmanship that tends,
in the long run, to make the
cost of living more reasonable
S for the average human being.
Advertising enables the manu-- 5
facturer to give a better quality
of goods at a lower price than
S he could if his advertising had
not lifted him out of the rut
of ruinous
and
competition
standardized his articles of mer-chandise.
R
j

8

J

Due to Lack of Advertising.

Taos,

Be-

New Mexico.
H. L. ORTIZ,

Attorney and Counsetlor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts io
the Territory.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
PROBERT & COMPANY

Investments
Latrls, Mines, Bonds & Stock,
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Busineus Opportunities
throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished
. , . . .
New Mexico.
Taos,

Thirty or forty years ago the Mam
moth Cave shared honors with Niag
ara as a point of interest for trav
elers.
No American felt that he
M. DIAZ,
DR.
kenw his own country till he had viSr
ited the wonderful opening in the RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
No foreigner visiting
earth.
the
AVE
United States was expected to return
220 Red
Phone,
to bis own land without seeing and
exploring the cave. It was one of the OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
features of illustration in school geog
Phone, 237 Black
raphies. It furnished a subject for
countless magazine writers and illusOFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
trators.
Now, we never hear of the Mam
moth Cave. Public attention is called
W.
D.
to the fact that the monster hole in W. M. SHERIDAN,
the ground "is still there" by the an
Genito-lrinarDiseases.
nouncement of change in ownership,
the former proprietors finding that all
THE WASSERMAN & NOOUCH
profits on their Investment had van
TESTS. SALVARSAN 606"
ished.
ADMINISTERED.
The fact Is, the Mammoth Cave has
not been advertised in recent years.
Chemical
and Microscopical Ex
It Is lust as wonderful as it always aminations of
blood, sputum, urine
was. But somehow, practically all
attempts in the way of advertising It and gastric contents. Directions
have ceased. Just why this is, it may for collecting specimens given op
so!"
"Fudge!" said Prill. "You are the be impossible to say. But the fact application.
"
remains.
slave of conventions
State Nat. Bank Bid?, Albuquerque N M
"John!" hissed his wife, as she
sprang to her feet. "There are the
Advertising "Our Town."
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
McSloys!"
Do you take a pride in your town?
Dentist
In speaking of it and working for It
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
An automobile was chugging slow- do you say "our town?"
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
ly down before the house.
When you say "our town," the ex Phone Red 6.
Then came the sound of a large
a
has
different meaning from
pression
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
Prill what it does when you say "the town,'
body heaving and scrambling.
And by Appointment
tumbled out of the hammock. He "this town" or "your town."
hurtled through the open window into
Practice saying "ftur town" until you
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
the living room, in whose dark fast- can give It a musical and attractive
Physician and Surgeon.
nesses reposed most of his wearing sound that is confidence inspiring and
Office and Residence Washington
apparel. As he disappeared there was means the true loyalty of a citizen.
a crash. He had overturned the
There is a big difference placed on Ave. next door to Public Library.
fernery.
the meaning of words by the tone In Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
"Throw in my shoes!" he called which they are expressed. Some people 2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.
can say "come In" in a tone that means
softly.
There was a bang and a growl as he say out more than It does come in.
Herewith are some bargains offerev
In speaking of your town, make
bumped against a rocking chair.
Something tore as he struggled with every word mean confidence, loyalty, by the New Mexican PrintingCom- his vest. When he groped for his coat prosperity, welcome, and you will have pany: Cade of Civil Procedure of the
his head encountered a corner of the a town that exhibits all these. The Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
piano.
Finally, gasping, breathless, Retail Merchant.
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
with his vest upside down and his
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
collar twined in weird convolutions
tain?"
An Example of Realistic Drama.
Pleadings,
16; the two for 110.
one
under
ear, Prill desperately venAnd then Cynthia's heart was reto New Mexico Code, Laws
"Realism may be carried too far."
adapted
out
on the front porch to meet
vealed to her, for suddenly she real- tured
The speaker was Augustus Thomas, of New Mexico, X8S9, 18 1 and 1903,
ized that It would make life very tbe McSloys.
the playwright Mr. Thomas was con- English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.26;
"John," said Mrs. Prill when he ap- demning certain overreallstlc plays full leather $3.
empty to have this big, kindly captain
Sheriffs Flexible
peared. This is the agent for the new that he had seen in Paris.
pass out of it.
Cover Pock Dockets, single, S1.S5;
was
I
"I think that possibly he has more refrigerator
telling you about
"They were so realistic," he said, twe or more books, $1 each.
New
than bis share now," she answered he thought he'd find you at home ii "that they inflicted pain and disgust Mexico
Supreme Court Reports. Not
he came in the evening!"
slowly.
on the audience. The audience under
and 16 inclusive, S3.30 each. Com
"What are you giggling about?" this excessive realism suffered like
dilation Corporation Lavs, 7S e. ComMUST HAVE BEEN.
her
husband.
was
"I
growled
just go- Mrs. Dodledum.
Mining Laws, 0 c Moaey'a
ing to put on my things, anyhow 1
"Mrs. Dodledum was horrorstruck pilation
think the weather's turning cooler!" to see her little daughter come home trigest of New Mexloe Faporta. fuV
Sft.Se: full Hat anhoel blanks
from the beach one morning with her sheen,
silk
frock
Into
cut
new
hunabout a
The Usual Result.
Try a New Mexican Want Ad. It
"Just because the De Faques found dred holes of various sizes.
results.
brings
"
'What on earth,' the mother cried,
their butler celebrating the anniversary of his wedding, they discharged have you cut all these holes in your
him."
frock forf
'"We was playin' store,' the little WOOD'YS HACK LINE
"I suppose they thought since he
was loaded, the proper thing to do girl replied, 'and I waa the Swiss
was to fire him."
cheese."'
From
8hade of 8hakespeare!
"I presume your visit tn atrattnrA
gave you great pleasure?"
Well. I should say sol A mnn from
Chicago told me one of tha funnier
stories there I think I ever heard."

J.

y

Council of Three.
"Does your wife boss you?"
"I wouldn't put it that way. I also
have two daughters, you know. I
work under a oommlsslon form of

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
J
Wasted Effort
An Easy Solution.
"How can I make both ends meet?"
"He is one of those fellows who way. Ooed covered- - hacks and good
Mr. Naggitt He never said an unlhakes his fist at the whole world."
teams. Fare 15.00 round trip. Teama
"Easy. Pot roant honf
on.
her purse.
kind word to his wife.
of the table and fried chicken at the
"Exactly. And the more he shakes furnished commercial men to take lit
Mrs. Brannon, trying to hope that
Mrs. Naggitt How long has U otner.
That's on way to make both is fist at the world, the less attention tha surrounding towns, Wire Embudo
Ciathia'juiciama might Drove a juio- - been deaf and dumb?
ends msat"
the. world us to. him,",. ;
Station.
five-doll-

m

captain won't

think we've made a Jolly find?' called
one of the bigger cadets,
racing off
at top speed toward the camp.
As Cynthia stopped before the tent
over which floated the stars and
stripes, the captain stood waiting to
welcome this vendor of pure foods for
his company, while said company volubly explained to him what a splendid find they had made.
To her surprise Cynthia found herself gazing Into the face of a man
who seemed hardly more than a
boy
himself.
"My boys are sure they have found
a treasure, and I quite agree with
them. What are you asking for the
entire load?" His frank smile won
Cynthia'B favor.
"I had not thought of
everything
going to one customer," she replied.
"There are a great many jars on the
wagon and are you sure you will
like the goods? It Is always best to
examine
before
purchasing you
know."
But the looking over her collection only made the captain and his
cadets more eager to possess them.
"It seems a lot, but the amount I
must have Is $25," Cynthia said, at
last.
Instead of being shocked at her
demand, Captain Morgan laughed and
answered. "That is the cheapest I
ever heard of selling such a stack of
preserves at, but I will see that the
jars and glasses are all returned to
you In good shape."
"That will be good of you," Cynthia
gratefully assured him.' "I should
never have had courage to ask such
a favor."
"It will give ns a chance to learn
how to wash glassware properly,"
saia tne captain.
The cadets speedily cleared Cynthia's wagon and she drove away with
five crisp
bills tucked In

cess, wnile hot 'Oaring to believe
really feasible, was a delighted and
thankful woman when, much sooner
than she had thought possible, her
daughter drove up to the door, waving a bunch of greenbacks triumphantly aloft.
"Now you must acknowledge that
I am the business woman of the family," she cried.
on Cynthia said soberly,
"Mother, I believe I have found the
way for paying off the principal as
well as Interest
Just think of the
quantity of fruit that goes to waste
because there is no use for it.
I
mean to write Cousin Arnold and ask
if some store in town would not sell
preserves on commission, and shall
not let the shore people escape with
only one load another year. We must
put in the rest of the season preserving everything there is to preserve
Mr. Thompson will trust us for
sugar."
Her mother looked proudly upon
her daughter and answered, "You are
the business woman as you said, Cynthia, and I will do just what I am
commanded to."
A week after her excursion to the
rhore, Cynthia was returning from a
trip to the village. When driving
through a deep pass where the ground
rose steeply on botli sides into hills
crowned with
stunted
pines, she
heard a voice calling loudly, "Miss
Preserves! Miss Preserves!" Looking up she beheld the smallest of the
St. John cadets scrambling down the
steep incline to the road.
At once she drew rein, and called
back, "Am I 'Miss Preserves?' "
"I didn't know what else to call
you," panted the youngster as he
reached the wagon. "Oh, Miss Preserves, won't you let us bring Johnnie
Action down to you, and then drive
him over to camp? He fell into a
hole and sprained his ankle so he
can't walk, and Captain Morgan sent
me to watch the road for a
wagon and
I was just in time to catch
you."
"Yes, indeed," answered
Cynthia.
"Bring Johnnie right along and I will
him
to
get
camp as fast as Dobbin
can travel."
"I knew it was all right soon as I
saw you," said the small cadet gratefully, and then hastened up the hill
after his comrades.
Captain Morgan and one of the
boys appeared soon,
carrying the
lamed Johnnie between them, and followed by the whole flock.
"You seem to be our guardian angel," said the captain to Cynthia, as
they gently deposited the disabled
youngster on the seat beside
her.
"We shall be more than erateful for
your help today and the boys have
carefully packed away all the jars
we have emptied so far," he added
laughingly.
The captain and three of the smallest boys climbed into the rear of the
wagon, leaving the rest to follow on
foot.
The injured foot had been propped
up as comfortably as possible, and its
owner bore the pain bravely. Before
the shore was reached her
ions had learned Cynthia's name and
where she lived, and the boys assured
her that they intended to pay her a
visit soon with an installment of the
fruit jars.
When the captain lifted Johnnie
Action down on reaching camn thor
all felt like old friends, and Cynthia
was thanked effusively for her assistance.
At the end of another week the cadets and their captain paid the promised visit to Cynthia.
In the dusk
they returned home and after this.
seldom a day passed which did not
see some of the cadets and often their
beloved captain, visiting at the Brannon homestead.
,
The weeks passed swiftly, and nil
too soon for any of them the time
came for the cadets to break camp.
The youngsters were enjoying a final
game of baseball on one of their last
afternoons, the grassy lot beside Mrs.
Brannon's orchard furnishing their
diamond, while Cynthia and Captain
Morgan formed part of an admiring
audience.
"What a fine lot of boys they are,
and how lonely mother and I will
feel without them," said Cynthia with
a little sigh.
"They are the best boys In the
world," answered their captain heartily, "but though you may miss them,
I know of some one who will be a
thousand times more lonely when
leaving you."
Cynthia looked up In real surjrise
at his tone, for never a word of sentiment had passed Captain Morgan's
lips before they had been good comrades, that was all.
"The brave little girl who started
out alone to sell her wares won my
heart the first time I saw her, and
every meeting with our dear 'Miss
Preserves' has made me long to become her prisoner for life.
Won't
you try to spare a little of your love
for the boys to their undeserving cap-
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Better prices than ever offered before on Indian and Mexican Blankets of all kinds. Clean sweep
on Baskets, Pottery and Indian Photos. In fact, everything except
small Christmas Novelties, filigree, etc.
See Us Before Buying Elsewhere.

You Cannot Afford to Lose This Chance.

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO COMPANY.
Tells Consarapfives How
He Got Well

SHEEP INDUSTRY
PROSPEROUS
Annual Loss to Growers of
$50,000,000 on Account
of Agitation
.

PROTECTIVE

TARIFF ESSENTIAL

Convention and Exhibition
to Be Held at Omaha,

Is

Nebraska.
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 8. "During the
last eighteen months, the sheep industry has not been prosperous, for during this period, agitation as to the
wool tariff has not been continuous
lesulting in the serious depreciation
Not only have the
of wool prices.
prices been effected, but as necessarily follows, the prices of sheep have
fallen from $1 to $1.50 a head throughout the country. This depreciation
means an annual loss to the sheep- growers of the country of approxl-- J
Such was thej
mately $50,000,000."
statement of Frank L. Gooding, oft
Gooding, Idaho, president of the Na-5

Tuberculosis is s:llil to be eurnWe by
simply living in tin? open air ami taking
an aiiumiinee of fiosh egM ami mi.k.
Undoubtedly, some jiei'sous .arc benefited
In this way: but tli! :i.iuciU'iate
for Consumption is Erkumu's Alterative.
Do all you possibly can to add to strength
and inrrease weight, eat wholesome., nour-lshiti- s
and
food, and breathe the
purest Riv then, to the sensible things of
rliiht living, add the tonie ani
Kead
Alterative.
p'Teels of
what it did In this rase:
tirni West,. Street. Wilmington, Del.
"Geutlciitn: In January, llHM. I was
tnken wieh hemorrhages of the lnnjs.
one of ii?e leading practiMy physi'-lnn- .
tioners, said that it was lung trouble. 1
took eggs and milk in quantities, but I got
very weak, and 1 ept on working in the
store. The doctors said 1 would not gain
In weight as long as I stayed in the store,
but 1 kept on working and prayed each
day that I might get well. I believe my
weie answered, tor Mr. C. A
my employer iLippiucott &
l.ippineott,
Co., Department Store. Hn6 to 814 Market
street, Wilmington, Del.), had learned of
a remedy celled Kcktnan's Alterative thut
had done prent good, and upon bis recommendation I began taking it at once.
Tills was about June, l'.IOs. I contiuued
faithfully, using no other remedy, and
dually noticed the clearing of the lungs,
which appeared to he old chunks of blood
coming up. I now have no trouble with
1
my lungs.
firmly believe Eckmau's
Alterative saved my life. I sent my spittle later to the State Board of Ileallu to
lie examined for tuberculosis bacilli, and
uore were found.
"My mother died from Consumption
when I was about two years old.
'I make this statement so that others
may learn of the won lerful merits of
ICflimaifs Alteri,liA"e.
I regard my recovery as being miraculous."
JAS. SQUIRES.
(Hii'ned AtliJavil)
Eckman's Alterative is effective in Bronchitis, Asthma, liay Fever: Throat and
Lung Troubles, and In upbuilding the
system. Does not coutaiu poisons, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
of cured cases and write to Kckinart
Laboratory, Philadelphia. Pa., for mote
,'or B:iie t,v nil leading druggists and

which will hold its 4Sth annual convention in Omaha, on December 14 to by Zook'g Pharmacy
16.

Gooding's statement was prompted
by a discussion of the proposed tariff
revision on wool. The revision will
be discussed in full at the ennual
meeting and the wool growers of the
United States and Canada will unhesitatingly put themselves on record
for a higher tariff according to Mr.
Gooding.
' In the last session of Congress,
we noticed an effort to remove the
cents a pound
tariff of one and one-hafrom all meats, thus laying down the
bars to the cheap meats of South
America and Australia. The effort to
place our meats upon the free list was
the most unfortunate and destructive
blow ever aimed at the agriculture
of the United States," continued
Gooding. "It meant its destruction
but it meant nothing to the consumer
lor when it is known that American
Interests already own and control a
majority of the meat packing interests of every South American country and that any meat from these
pass
countries would necessarily
through the hands which now control
It, it meant that the consumer would
not receive cheaper meats but that the
American producer would be forced to
Such
sell at a much lower figure.
would practically eliminate the producer, especially mutton producers,
from doing business, save at a loss.
The mutton producer has never received a fair price for his product."
"When the sheep men meet In their
annual convention, these questions
will be discussed and the members
will speak right out In meeting.
'The interest in coming legislation
will attract sheep men from all over
the United States," said W. S. Mc
Ciure, secretary of the National Association. "I anticipate 2,000 visitors
to the meeting, which shows how vitally the sheepmen are Interested. The
Time has come for them to assert
lf

themselves and assert themselves
they must. Sheepmen will be here
from all western states, from Illinois,
Ohio, Indiana, Michigan,. Pennsylvania, Missouri, Kentucky, and some
from the farther eastern states."
The convention will extend over a
period of three days. In addition, a
mammoth sheep show, where more
than 1000 sheep of all kinds will be
on exhibition,
will be held. The
sheep show will be the largest ever
held in conjunction. Michigan, Ohio,
Indiana, and Illinois flockmen have
sent in exhibitions, manr of which
will be exhibited at the international'

Woman's

Santa

F6

show in Chicago the week previous.
Omaha is preparing to entertain the

distinguished visitors with the characteristic hospitality, which has made
the western city popular with national conventions. Theater parties, receptions, and other affairs are being
arranged, which will break the monotony of set speeches.
All doors will
open to the visitors and they will
have the times of their lives during
their stay In the western metrop-

olis.

Hotel Arrivals.
Palace.
Louis Brownlow, Washington, D. C.
W. F. Reed, Albuquerque.
W C Reid, Roswell
M. J. Seaton, Kansas City.
H. B Holt, Las Cruces.
M. M. Padgett, Las Vegas.
Carl Eklund, Clayton.
W. R. Strasser, Denver.
Summers Burkhart, Albuquerque.
E. W. Moore, St. Louis.
Will Huran, St. Louis.
F. P. Canfleld, Albuquerque.
H. H. Tuck, Cincinnati.
F. Binninger, Los Angeles.
H. E. Niles, Rochester.
J. T. M. Hall, Denver.
G. F. Niegold, Silverton.
M. W. Thompson, Espanola.
J. C. Hannum, Albuquerque.
Montezuma.
J. S. Lea, Roswell.
B. B. de Cinnecom, Prescott, Ariz.
J. F. Miller, Valley Ranch.
Mrs. Hays, Valley Ranch.
Miss Hays, Valley Ranch.
J. A. Constant, Fort Morgan, Colo.
Mr. and Mrs. M. I. Wolfe, Boise City,
Okla.
L. N. Fick, Colorado Springs.
C. D. Amphlett, Denver.
B. E. Logsdon, East Las Vegas.
B. S. Phillips, Velarde.
Carl Gebert, New York City.
D. T. Hoskins, Las Vegas.
Carl H. Liebbe, Denver.
G. W. Ford, Denver.
J. A. Farrell, City.
H. C. Smith, Las Vegas.
Charles Atchison, Denver.
W. J. Stehle, City.
F. E. Niles, Rochester, N. T.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Fisk, Chicago.
Coronado.
Mrs. Flora Blea, Albuquerque.
G. W. Workman, City.
Antonio Sandoval, Galisteo.
Benlgno Jaramillo, Anton Chico.
Alfred Herrera, Denver.

Ills

Many women suffer needlessly from girlhood to woman
hood and from motherhood to old age with backache,
dizziness or headache. She becomes broken-dowsleep
less, nervous, irritable and feels tired from morning to
nifht. When pains and aches rack the womanly system at
frequent intervals, ask your neighbor about
n,

Dr.

tn

Pierce's Favorite Prescription

ft

TkH Pnmerlpttom hmm, tor ore HO year; been
earlni delicate, weak, pala. wracked
women,
by the kaadrede ot tkmmeaadm mad this too to
tko privacy ot tkelr komea without their kmv
lai to mabmlt to ledelleate qnemtloalnia mad
ofteaelrely rapagamat examinations.
S'e- -: women am Invited to consult in confidence
by letter frte. Address
World's Dispensary Medical Ass'n.R.V. Pieree, M. D.,
Pres't, Buffalo, N. Y.
CasAT Family Docrot Booi, The
People's Common Sense
revised
aditkm-lOAdviser,
newly
OO
Mescal
answers ta
Pkitt Esflhh hosts of delicate questions which every woman,pafes,
single or married,
ouiht to know about. Sent frt to any addrew on receipt of 31 one-ceatampa to cover cost ot wrapping and mailing tUy, in French cloth binding.
m,D-P.,,"-

nt

1

(

Mrs. Montoya Dead Mrs. Valeria
Montoya de Roibal died after a brief
illness yesterday at her temorary
hnmo nn Santrvnl otroot ' Hhn n.ao
.
32 years of age and i
survived by
her husband, Manuel Sabino Roibal
and four children. Her home is in
Pojuaque, northern Santa Fe county,
where the funeral will take place tor
Undertakday. The
ing Establishment is in charge of the

Butler.'

WANTS

A Bunch
of Violets

Fraternal Societies

Shrieks.
"I tell you," said Fanner Corntossel,
"bein' a sheriff around here is a
mighty hard job."
"You never arrest anybody."
FOR RENT Furnished rooms
at
"No. But there is an awful lot o'
false alarms. Every time one o' these 204 Garfield Ave.
HERE is the summer girls sees a caterpillar
card?" cried Ruth think there's murder bein' commitFOR SALE Gentle family horse,
Ashton
as she ted."
also buggy, harness and saddle.
B.

Akers-Wagne-

arrangements.

opened a box
taining a
geous bunch
violets.

District Court,
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
Independent Steel & Wire Company,
In the

"It's
mous,"
claimed

Plaintiff,
vs.
No. 65C6
New Mexico Central Railroad Company,
Defendant.
To Whom It May Concern:
Especially the creditors of the defendant railroad company, and all
parties interested therein.
In pursuance of an order of court
made in the above entitled cause on
the 1st day of December, 1911, notice
is hereby given that there was filed
in the office of the Clerk of the District Court within and for Santa Fe
County, on the 1st day of December,
1911, an itemized account of all
moneys received from the operation
of said railroad and from- all other
sources and of all disbursements made,
by the undersigned as Receiver, from
January 1st, 1911 to June 30th, 1911,
both inclusive; that the undersigned
Receiver will, on the 4th' day of January, 1912 at the Court House in the
City of Santa Fe, New Mexico, ask
the Court to approve said account;
and that exceptions to the approval
of said account, if the same are to
be heard by the court, shall be made
in writing and specify the particular
item, or items, in said account to
which objection is made, and be filed
with the Clerk of the District Court
wherein said cause is pending on or
before the 30th day of December,

con-

gor-

ol

anony-

she

ex-

joyously.

Not a Scriptural Quotation.
"God tempers the wind to the shorn
lamb" Is not a scriptural quotation.
The sentence is taken from "The
Sentimental Journey" of Rev. Laurence Sterna.

y

--

1

2.

Montezuma
No. 1, A. F.

Regular

Lodge
A A. M.

communi-

cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
Hall a
7.30.
H. H. DORM AN,

Montoya, 104 College St.

"From some unknown
admirer LIVE STOCK ON A DRY FARM
so
cares
who
much that he's Homesteader
Should Have Two Cowa
afraid to sign his and One or Two Brood Mares Also
name."
Brood Sow and Few Hens.
"Can't you guess
who sent them?"
For some time after the homeher steader locates
questioned
on his dry farm, he
sister Jane, anxiously. "Don't you is not
going to keep much live stock
think they're from Cousin Rob?"
for a time. His first effort will be
"Cousin Rob!
I should say not
Cousins are not apt to send those centered, and rightly so, on the growing
of grain. But in time that must change.
kind of bouquets all tied In chiffon ribSome live stock must be kept upon the
bons."
"It may be from George Butler, who dryIn farm.
what form will it be kept? It
sings in our choir. That's Just who will
not be easy to answer that quesIt's from. Not long ago we were distion, conditions vary so much. But
cussing our favorite flower and I resomething may be said on it. When
marked I Just adored the modest vio- the
goes onto the dry
let Talking is not much on his line, farm,homesteader
if he has a family, he should
but the way he turns my music is a
not fail to take with him his one cow,
perfect education."
Two will
"Has he ever shown you any spe- says the Dakota Farmer.
cial devotion? Don't be too positive; answer his purpose better. He can
you may be mistaken," suggested graze them for nothing the first
summer on his own land if there
practical Jane.
Is no open range. He should have at
"No, I'm sure he's the Mr. Anonymous. When they're most devoted least one or two brood mares In his
they're usually diffident to show it outfit of horses, and these should be
It must have taken a whole week's carrying foal. They can aid In doing
his
salary to pay for that bouquet," add- He work and also tn nursing the foals.
should bring with him half a
ed Ruth, who was prone to exaggerdozen fowls and a brood sow. In this
ation.
Ruth was on the shady side of 20; way a large part of the living for himvery little happened to disturb the self and his family will be furnished
even tenor of her life. All her days at but little cost. The first season
1911.
she had craved for admiration from he should grow enough food to carry
CHARLES C. MURRAY,
the opposite sex, but no one was the these through the winter.
In most Instances, the plan followed
Receiver of New Mexico Central wiser.
The last few years she had
Railroad Company.
devoted her time to teaching In the Is quite different. The homesteader
settlements, joining in the activities buys his living the first season. He
pays famine prices for it. Such maof different woman's clubs.
TIMETABLE ALL
At the meeting of the Service club terials are always dear In a new
Every effort, therefore, should
LOCAL TRAINS that afternoon when Ruth read her country.
violets were pinned on her be made to avoid purchasing as far as
the
paper,
The following are the time tables waist with
their faces toward hers as this may be practicable.
of the local railroads:
It should be remembered, however,
If begging to be admired and loved.
live stock cannot be kept on the
that
While
her
reading
"A, T. oV 6. F. Ry."
farm
in such numbers as on the
dry
chilon
report
Leave
dren's play grounds farm of equal area in humid climates.
8:10 a. tn., to connect with No. 3
she was fairly ra- This cannot be done for the reason
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
diant, saying to that that the production is less in the
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
herself, "I wonder line of fodder and also in the line ol
P. m.
The production
In ary
If they all know I pasture.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
have a beau?" areas is peculiar. The straw is of a
dwarfish cast, while the grain is usu-illconect with No, 1 westbound and No.
One of the commitabundant. The dry land farmer
2 eastbound.
tee said to her in
the most natural cannot be too careful not to overstock
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to condry season should
way, "You must lest an unusually
nect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
have a special find him 111 prepared to meet it.
eastbound.
friend," with
meaning glance at PREVENT LOSS OF MOISTURE
Returning arrive at Santa Fe at j
the corsage bou
8:35 p. m.
quet
One of Great Principles of Dry Farm
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con.
"I have, but don't
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
ing la to Avoid Loss of Water
as yet,'
mention
it
by Evaporation.
westbound.
she answered quiet
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
ly- A mulch Is anything applied to the
P. m.
The news spread surface of the soil, primarily for th
cut-off
for
Belen
the
Passengers
like wild fire, and
and Pecos Valley points should now Took Her Home. there were many purpose of preventing evaporation and
occasionally to keep down weeds and
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7:20
as to who the mysterious avoid winterkilling of plants, writes J
as heretoiora. Connection leaves Al- conjectures
her
in
was. All were happy
Freer in the New England Home
buquerque
t 7:55 p. m. instead of party
happiness. At last Ruth was going stead. There are two general kinds
2:20 a. m.
to make a grand match, judging from Of mulches:
the violets.
foreign material, such as straw,
D.
Ft. Q. Ry.
Returning from the club, Ruth- met leaves, sawdust, manure, stubble and
In
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nortu.
corner
he
as
turned the
sand applied to the surface.
Mr. Butler
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
his red car. Stopping his automobile
Tnose composed of natural soli
New
he asked If he might not take her modified by tillage. One of this kind
exco central Ry.
Leave 12:45 p. m connects with No. home. Ruth Joyfully acquiesced, think Is called "dust mulch" or "dust blankI east and 1 south and west
ing this would be a good opportunity et," and is simply a layer of soil
which has been loosened up and dried
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections to acknowledge his gift
tram No. 3 east
George Butler was amazed during out. Mulches of foreign material play
the short ride to find how different a very small part In general farming,
New
Mexican
com- Ruth was. He had always found her but are extensively used in horticul
Printing
pany has prepared civil and criminal cold and indifferent Today she was ture in some localities.
Tne principle of the mulch Is:
dockets especially for the use of Jus- a sweet, charming girl, sparkling,
Loose, dry material covering wet soil
tices of the peace. They are especial- witty and Interesting.
f
"May I call for you to go to church retards the movement of water to the
with printed headings, in
ly ruled,
either Spanish or English, made of tomorrow evening?" he asked as they surface, and keeps the dry, circulat
ing air from contact with the moist
good record paper, strongly and dur- reached her home.
"Do come; I should be happy to go soil, thereby greatly reducing the loss
ably bound, with leather back and
of water. The finer the mulch the
covers and canvas sides, hall tub" with you."
Her many references to the violets looser it must be to give good results,
Index in front and the feea of justice
soil mulches two to three
of the peace and constables printed she wore caused him a jealous tinge. Ordinary
"I must get busy if I want to win Inches deep are usually most effective.
In full on the first page. The pages
When a mulch becomes wet its effecCombined Civil and CrlaiibiJ . . 4.o! that girl," be said to himself.
is gone until it dries out
After an Intimacy of a few weeks tiveness
are 10
inches. These hooka are
A quantity of water retained by
made np In dvV and criminal dockets Ruth announced her engagement to cultivation
is of far greater value even
separate of 39 pages each, or with her amazed family. Just as they were where water 1b plentiful
than the
oo th civil and criminal bound la on
congratulating her, a letter came from same amount
applied to the soil. One
book 80 ns.se civil and MA
Martin, the florist, containing a card of the
great principles of dry farmstating
" n
criminal. To introduce them they are w,tn Plo8e
ing is to keep a good mulch on the
"" " ""-- " soil
mey uuu .UD- offered at the following prices
all the time to prevent loss ol
should have been enclosed with a box
CMI or Criminal
water by evaporation.
For 4S cents a4Iional'for V ainiti. of flowerB ent
we.p?v.,ou.',
was ,rom tne Ladles' Aid Society in
docket, or 55 cents additional for ,
DAIRY NOTES.
me
wurs sue imu
guua
ior
combination docket, they will be sem recognition
for the club.
by mail or prepaid express Cash 1b accomplished
The dairy cow pays the biggest re
"I thought it strange that George
fall mast accompany
order. 8tau
turns for extra care.
but
about
those
so
silent
was
violets,
whether
or
English
plainly
Spanish
Milk to be kept longer than over
I don't care now," said Ruth as she
ortirted beading Is wants
tore up the card. I'm engaged to the night should be cooled to 50 degrees
fellow on earth, and the or under.
Try a New Mexican Want Ad It grandest
Dairying is becoming one of the
time
next
they send me a bunch of
brings results. ,
rial aia it will be addressed to Mrs. most, substantial, industries conencted
!

MASON

Master

WANTED Expert
Stenographer.
Heavy work. Knowledge of Spanish
essential. Must be expert perfect
health. Good salary. The John Beck
er Co., Belen, X. M.

CHAS.

E,

UXNEV, Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter
1, R. A. M.

No.

Regular

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
FOR SALE Text-booon Paragon
7:30 p. m.
Shorthand. Learned in one week.
JOHN H. WALKER.
Writers in government employ. Can
H. P.
be learned without a teacher.
Price ARTHUR
SELIGMAX. Secretary.
reasonable. Address, H. M., P. O. Box
313, City.
(3t)
santa r e commanaery
K- - T.
NoRegular
ROOMS FOR RENT One, three,
fourth Monor five nice, new, comfortable rooms
? day in each month at
for rent at 237 Washington avenue.
Masonic Hall at 7: SO
handsome
Large,
dining room, excepp. m.
tionally nice and well suited for
CHAS. A. WHEELON.
C.
hoarders.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
k

T7'y'f!9

-

idk&Ml

-

a

TYPEWRfTERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nev
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchangee
and rented. Standard makes hand'erf
All repair work and typewrites guar the

Santa Fe idge ot
Perfection No. 1, 14th

degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ol
Free Masonry meets on
third Monday of each month
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter E at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
Phone 231.
change.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are cormil rarmrag:dially Invited to attend.
Sore teats will also cause some
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
cows to switch their tails into the
Venerable Master.
milker's face.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
By using alfalfa Judiciously even if
Secretary.
It must be bought at $22.50, cows can
be fed to earn money.
B. p. o. E.
The good cow Is the home builder,
Santa Fe Lodge No.
the soil saver, the rich man's luxury
B. P. o. E. holds
and the poor man's friend.
its regular session on
Watch the feeding of the calf, espethe second and fourth
cially of the young heifer, so that no
Wednesday of each
digestive disorders will occur.
month. Visiting brothMilk quickly takes up any kind of
ers are invitee and
odor In the air if the temperature ol
welcome.
the atmosphere is the temperature of
CARL A. BISHOP.
the milk.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
If cabbages are fed to dairy cows
Secretary.
after milking, they will not taint the
milk, as happens when they are fed
F. W. FARMER
before milking.
Homestead No.
When a sow suffers from chronic
2879.
bloat on feed that does not cause
Brotherhood
of
bloat in the other cows tuberculosis
American Yeomen
often Is the cause.
Meets
Secon
It Is feeding at a loss to supply the
and Fourth Thurs
protein a cow needs entirely with
wheat bran when it could be furnished
days. Fireman's
Hall. H. foreman,
In alfalfa at half the cost.
A. E. P. Robinson,
Be reasonable, don't expect your
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy
cow to give you a large mess of rlcb
Farmer.
milk unless you furnish her material
to make it of, as well as a comfortable place to do it
Santa Fe Camp
Do not let the sire run In the pas13514, M. W. A.
ture with the cows. It Is unwise, as
neets second Tueswell as unsafe. There is nothing
day each month, s
that recommends the practice and
cial meeting tUrd
much that condemns It.
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Vlsting neigh.
Live Litterateur Resented.
bors welcome.
"You don't seem to care for any auA. G. WHITTTER, Consul
thors except those of a previous gen- CHAS. A. RISING, Cleric
-

f.

Lwjr

eration."

"Well," replied Mr. Cumrox, "I am
kind o' prejudiced in their favor. Tou
see, there's no chance that mother an'
the girls will invite 'em to parties tc
act supercilious and superior."

Santa Fe Camp No
6673, R. N. A. meets
fourth Tuesday of
soeach month;
cial meeting third
Tuesday at Elks'
Hall. Vlsitlnf
neighbors welcome
NETTIE VICKROY,
Oracle.

No Offense Intended.
"Say, mother; hasn't the flamingo t
nose exactly like Uncle Morltz?"
"You shouldn't cay unkind things
like that, Trudi."
FLORENCE RISING.
"Why, mother, the flamingo can'l
Recorder.
hear." Ulk.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Wise Old Father.
(Publisher..
"Yes," said the young wife proudly, Department of the Interior,
"father always gives something ex- U. S. Land Or at Santa Fe, N. M.
pensive when he makes presents."
November 15, 1911.
"So I discovered when he gave you
Notice is hereby given that Luciano
.away," rejoined the young husbandOrtega, of Lamy. N. M.. who. on Octo
ltray Stories.
ber 18, 1906, made homestead 10134
IN A QUANDARY.

A,

No 07888,

for

section

SjS

35, town-

ship 14 N, range .11 E, N. M. meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final five-yeproof, to establish claim
to the. land above described, before
Register or Receiver U. S. Land Of
fice, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 26th
day of December, 1911.
Claimant names as witness:
Euloglo Sandoval, George Lathrop,
Filiberto Martinez, Francisco Sandoval, all ot Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL OTERO,
Register.

MEN AND WOMEN WANTE
FOR GOVERNMENT

Free booklet

Micky I'd beat him Atllv ami!
always symDathlzlnsr with th.
dog.
Jimmy Then let him. lick yon.

POSITIONS.

tells about

V

360,000

protected positions In U. 8. Civil SerMore than 40,000 vacanelee
vice.
lifetime
every year,
employment
I. Easy to get Just ask for examine.
Now Mexico Civil Sertlen booklet
vice School, Albuquerque, N. M. Bex

f
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PACE EIGHT

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N. M.
THE DAILY ROUND

J

I

X

WHAT WE HAVE THAT'S NEW

A Carload of Canned

I

Fruits and

X

Nuts, Raisins, Currants, Citron.

F. Andrews

Phone No.

office.

Merchants' Association will be held.
For This Week Only, Mrs. Verne
will do all kinds of dressmaking at
half price. Salmon's store.
Boy Scouts Tonight This evening
at 7 o'clock, the Boy Scouts will receive instruction in first aid to the injured and will be addressed by S. G.
Cartwright on "Citizenship."
Still Time to get that Special Order
in for Christmas at W. H. Goebel..

town Christmas eve. Mr. LowitzkJ
Oh You Meat House. See the adhas also brought many rockers, mis- vertisement and you will
agree that
sion style, which he has added to the Hayward is not
rich rast at
getting
stock of his store.
'those prices.
Tonight's Program at the Elks': j There Will Be Something Doing at
Pathe Weekly, "An Escaped Lunatic," the Santa Fe Hardware and Supply
and "Divided Interest.."
One show Company next week. We refer you to
the advertisement on this same page.
at 8 o'clock.
O. 4. R. G. Four Hours Late Tho
Remember the special prices for Denver
& Rio Grande train was r
this week only.
Alterations and ported four hours late this afternoon.
Suicide L. dressmaking at Mrs. Verne are
Young Man Commits
good,
A.Keel, aged 22 years, employed in
Try a New Mexican want ad. K
.
the wagon yard of his brother at Ros- - remodeling a specialty.
brings results.

Merchants'
Association
Tonight
Let us help you design a stunning at the Palace of the
Governors, which
Ball Gown. W. II. GOEBEL CO.
is getting to be the civic center of
well, committed suicide by
Your Christmas Turkey We are Santa Fe, the annual
meeting of the the contents of a bottle of draining
carbolic
acid.
A Great Laugh at the Elks'
tonight.
See the Escaped Lunatic.
Bank Statement On another page
PHONE 92
PHONE 92 will be found the statement of the
First National Bank, which shows
a gratifying condition of business not
only on part of the bank but also on
part of this community.
Empress Flour Try a sack. Your
money back if not equal or better
than the best. P. Andrews.
Court Opens Monday District court
in Torrance county will open Monday
at Estancia, and Judge John R. McFie,
District Attorney E. C. Abbott, District
Clerk Edward L. Safford, and official
Stenographer Mrs. McNitt will leave
here Sunday.
Mrs. Verne will take on dressmaking, alterations and repairing this
week only at half price. Satisfaction

Pure Maple Syrup

I Phone No. 4.

Santa Fe, N. M, Dec. 8.
X
For New Mexico Unsettled X
with snow in north, and rain X
in south portion tonight or X
Saturday.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Vegetables

:

ready to take the order. F. Andrews.
Piano Bargiati sSx Upton uprigut
Special terms. Adolf Seligman.
License Probate Clerk
Marriage
George W. Armijo issued a nmriage
i license
yesterday to Clyde Earl Ely of
this city and Miss Inez McMahan, of
Fairfield Kansas..
WANTED Clean
cotton rags-f- our
cents per pound. New Mexican

UP.

Grocery,BakeryandMarket

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1911.

HAYUiARn'R MIRK EI

i.

iiiii

JAMES

mum u mill ill

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

QUANTITY AND QUALITY "

WE RECOMMEND

12ic

TO YOU THE

mm

17ic

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE

IN THE WORLD

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an end-les- s
variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

" It's the Watch for You."

121c

u

i

I

SPITZ, THE JEWELER

Xg0

NOTE Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.

repair-departme-

121c

nt

JUST RECEIVED

Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes

This Price,

112

d

PHONE 56 BLACK.
V

121c

"-

121c'

'p!iEj2HYWRfl I'S uflHKr
I
Mi
I
III

II III

PHONE

IIIIIIMLI

U

92

1

and our windows will show some more. But
that doesn't include all the items. Visit our
store and inspect them.

Salmon's store.

The Plaza Market It will open on
New Year under the management of
F. Andrews, who has bought out the
"Hayward Market," and will handle
all kinds of native and packinghouse
meats, poultry, fish, oysters, fruits,
vegetables, etc. The stock will - bo
added to and increased making the

15c

marand
place a first-clas-s
ket.
Another One of Pathe's Weekly
films at the Elks' tonight. See all the
current events.
. i
Preparing Appeal Clerk of the dis-ricourt, Edward L. Safford, is at
work transcribing an appeal to the
supreme court in the case of the Territory of New Mexico vs. Benito
Lobato was sentenced to serve
not less than seven nor more than
twelve years in the penitentiary for
assaulting and killing a man at a dance
in Taos county. Lobato wishes to appeal the case.
Something that will Interest all.
"Divided Interest" at the Elks'
See it.
Late Arrivals Pure maple sugar,
Maplein, Japanese crab meats, New
Pack, fish f.akes, salmon and Tuna
fish, pop corn balls and Christmas
Pickled lambs' tongues. At
candy.
Andrews'
Receiving Many Toys David
i,
the well known San Francisco
street merchant whi made a trip to
the East a shoro time ago to buy his
holiday goods, has brought hack lots
of things which will please the
youngsters. Mr. Lowitzkl spent the
day unpacking a large line of novel- ties to make the youngsters guess !
and gasp when Old Santa comes to

Measuring Cups,

.

-

2 Quart Sauce Pans,
40c Granite Frying Pans,
25c Tack Hammers,
-

Mrs. Potts' Sad Irons, per set of 3,
Toilet Paper, per roll,
Stove Polish, 2 cakes for

10c
15c
15c
15c

$1.00
5c
5c

These are only a few, none of them will be on sale
until
Tuesday, December 12. Before then and after you pay the
regular price. Come in on Tuesday or Wednesday and get
the benefit of these low prices.

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

t.

Low-Itzk-

n ii---r

1

one of our Periodical Stock
Sales. There are some of the
items enumerated below. Some more
will be advertised in later issues of this
paper,

ANOTHER

Lo-bat-

Cash Only

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

SANTA FE, N. M.

12k

PER LB.

FURNITURE AND QUEENS WARE.
Second-Han-

S

VEAL
LAMB

guaranteed.

Any Cut in the House Tomorrow Xcept Pork.

TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, corne and get a price on
New and

sffl

enS CHICKENS-

TOYS!

415 Palace Avenue.

121c

i

:121c

DAVID LOWITZKI,

cCt

Phone. Black 204.

BEEF ffi
PORK m

S MUTTON

!l2ic

C. McCONVERY,

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

FLOWERS
AT THE

CLARENDON GARDENS
Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

i

To)

oil
SANTA. CLAUS' home is

at the Big Store

of Nathan Salmon. This year we will break
our own record by having the biggest sup
i
piy ot Amas uitts tnan we have ever had
before. For the last four months we have
been studying carefully to make our selec
tions the biggest in the city, and succeeded in doing so.

Saiaiba dawns9

XT'

All out other Departments aire well supplied with
mny ana tasty A.mas presents.

t

i j

I

TojS

fJT tllLg Galore

Don't make your purchase before you look at our numerous bargains and
great assortments.

i

'

lr7TOlr7TOraj7T!3
iVCAV
JLiaiVilOJClJo

0UR PRICES ARE EQUAL TO ANY EASTERN CITIES, and we will save
you the

freight or expense,, and the bother is ours.

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
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